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Everybody

Is

Warned to be Prepared to Sign up a War Savings Stamp Pledge When Called on June 27 and 28. Get Ready!
.

CITY

NING JOURNAL

ALBUQUERQUE

EDITION

THIRTY.NItfTH YEAH

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, June

VOL. CI. VII I. Xo. 80.

FIGHTING SPIRIT

CONTINGENT

OF EHEMYTROOPS

FEE

20, 1918.

STEPS ARE TAKER

Two American minim- - sliarpshoutci s niter llit halilc m"
ycblicprey,
III I .oil;, inc.
At
taking iiiiiiiy risot)ti , t tte
boys arc iio.iri
wllh Ilit- - souvenirs lilt)' iiink. which
soon mlorti two
homes. The ImmiIj- Iik ludi 1D1III N.s'
wire, snipper-- ,
tiiji, kuiis, bali.'d
gas masks, wit
,!
hollies, etc.

ATTACK BY TURKS
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TO BRING CLOSER
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IS ON THE WANE
IN

ALL

ASK LENIENCY

SECTORS

COOPERATION

HUGE GRAFT PLO T

TOTAL

$1,600,000

er

German and

Austro-Iiungarl-

arm

ies have oen their men literally
mown down until battle fields have
been clogged with dead or wounded
us recompense to the allied troops f.ti
n amaii mr.
: 'm
u
't; :r
"The Austrian offensive in the ltal
iun theater is still in progress along
the Paive river, but In the mountain region after the sharp reaction
by the Italians, British and FYench
troops, who in counter attacks pushed
buck the invader from the points he
nau reacnod in his initial rush, the
enemy evidently is fearful of again
trying out the mettle of the defend
.

i

ers.

On the Plave numerous attempts
have been made by the Austrians to
gam futrher bridgeheads on the western bank of the stream but the Italians everywhere are holding them
with their gunfire and also doing
execution within the ranks of
the enemy across the river with bombs
and machine gun fire.
The Austrian
war office asserts
n
that the
troops
have crossed the . Fossetta canal at
some points where Tuesday it was
claimed they had made advances and
also that several Italian lines at the
southern foot of the Montello plateau,
the Jtey to the Venetian plains, have
been pierced.
Rome, on the other
hand declared that all the weak attempts made in the Montello region
were completely repulsed.
Intensive Air 1'isUtins.
More than 9.000 men have been
taken by the Italians since the offensive began and many guns and several
hundred machine guns have been
captured. That inteasive air fighting
nlso has taken place is shown by the
fact that fifty enemy planes have been
shot down. Only two
of the allied
awimca nuve tailed
to return to
san-gina- ry

et

'if

.

-

ii.cir untie.
The attacks of the Germans near
Rheims resulted disastrously to them.
Hardly had they left their trenches
after one of the most terrific
with shells of all caliber
including gas projectiles, ever experienced on the western front, nearly
0,000 men were faced
the reinforced French armies and byliterally cut
to pieces and forced to fall back, precipitately. Only at one point, to the
east of Rheims, did the enemy succeed in penetrating the French line.
Here they were ejected almost Immediately. The German official communication described the attack as a
demonstration of artillery and mine
throwers.
Little activity has prevailed on the
remainder of the western front, except
the usual reciprocal bombardmenV,
and operations In the nature of patrol
engagements.
The success of the recent naval attack by the British on the German
submarine base at- Zeebrugge seemingly was more successful than anticipated. Twenty-one
destroyers, a
large number of submarines and nu
merous auxiliary craft are blocked in
the canal by the ships sunk across the
waterway.
H

THE WEATHER
FORECAST.
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ROTTEN MEAT TO

0. S. GOVERNMENT
r.Y MO.,H

JOU.NAL

.P.Cl Lf..0

New York, June 19. Men nf thn
American navy and the naval reserve
would have been served with groat
quantities of decayed meat, but for the
vigilance of Inspection officers who
rejected It as unfit for human consumption, according to evidence given
here today before the federal trade
commission.
The
was
testimony
brought out during the Inquiry' which
the- commission
is conducting into
charges that Wilson & qp packers,
sold "bad" hams to the government.
Naval officers also testified that the
packers had asked "exorbitant" prices
in bids to furnish hams to the navy,
with the result that a contmandeerijr'i
order was issued at prices fixed by the
-

'
government.
After Capt. Charles Williams, navy
nay director, had described his refusal to accept 492,074 pounds of
hams, which he said was "musty,
or Just plain
mouldy, marrow-sou- r
sour," Thomas E. Wilson, president
of the company, denied that his firm
had ever knowingly delivered tainted
meat to the army or navy.
Agents Kntcr Denial,
The puckers' testimony was supplemented bv that of Walter J. Reese
and II. Hlrschfelder, agents at Phila
delphia and San Antonio, who denied
having attempted at any time to dis
pose of unsound meat to the govern-

ment. Captain Williams, who is stationed in Brooklyn, where he directs
shipment of food and clothing to the
entire enlisted personnel of the navy,
declared that "violent protest'1 had
been made by officers in charge of the
Great Lakes training station near
Chicago, against further delivery of
Wilson hams. Other hams, shipped
to the battleship Missouri, he said
were "rejected as "unsound and dan-

,
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Hos-

Looted
at Tabriz,
pital
Turkey, by Sultan's Men,
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'a rm, June 0. Urea usi of the inWashington, June 19. Attack by
creasing number of American soldiers Turkish troops on the American conin Kraive mid the increasing degree of
American, participation in tu w.ir, the sulate at Tabriz, Persia, and the loot,
government has decided to create a log of an American missionary hosnew secretaryship (or
pital in that city, reported to the state
war
The new de- department today, was believed in
partment, which will form part of the some quarters here to presage tho
premier's office, will be headed by
Cant. Andre Tardicu, who. however, long antlcipa;ed declaration of the existence of a state tot war between tho
wilt remain as French high commissioner to the United
lie will United States and the Ottoman emhis time between
Purls and pire.
Diplomatic relations between the
Washington.
Premier eiemmecnu sent this after- two governments have been suspendnoon to President I'oinealro the fol- ed since April 20, 1917, when Turkey
lowing letter with the draft of a de- withdrew Abdul link Hussein Bey.
cree which, when signed, will be ef- who had been acting us churge of tha
Turkish embassy here since the comfective tomorrow:
"The developpo nt of
pulsory retirement of tha regular amwar
make It neces
bassador, which followed
his open
sary to give thorough unity of direc criticism of the United Stutes gov
tion to all measures looking to its eminent. Necessarily American AmthiN as well in France us bassador Morgenthau was obliged to
completion
have Constantinople and since that
in the United States.
'The creation In 1917 of a high time the relations between the two
have been just short ot
governments
of
the French governcommission
ment nt Washington h:,s assured this actual formal enmity.
Recently them have been vigorout
unity of direction for all matters to he
settled In the United Slates. A cen- - demands in congress for a declaration,
or
at'-a slate of war between the United
!
triil office of
fairs has, since December, 1917,, anil States and Turkey and Bulgaria, but
under the direction of the under sec- PrcshU nt Wilson and the state deretaries of the prime minister's office, partment have not regarded this step
had under Its cue certain questions as necessary or desirable, since there
has been no actual collision between
to be treated In France.
.111- - ill. I ' nn.nK.
I ,
I in IT
and Turkfch and Bulgarian
, American
the American forces arc, troops.
"Just now
increasing
f insldi inblv,' ami n rfn-Urinous increase Is expei ted in the j On the race of the reports from
These consider.! j American Minister Caldwell at Tehenext few months.
Hons hnvn led me to the idea that the ran, officials wore Inclined to. believe
centralization of efforts Is necessary that the sacking ot the American
and that, it is expedient to strength hospital, a Presbyterian Institution,
still further the direction of our co- over the protest of the Spanish consul
operation with the United States In In charge as representative of Amerplacing in the same hands the bulk ican interests, furnished the necessary
If you provocation for open hostilities
of the questions concerned.
America and Turkey.
approve of my point of view I have
The advices, however,
were meagre
the honor to ask you to sign the foland
tho
minister explained that he
decree:
lowing
" 'First: There shall be created nt was only transmitting
reports of matthe prime minister's office a secre-sbi- p ters not of his own knowledge.
war
Americans
ami nurses who have
for
been stationed In the hospital wer
"Second: The secretary for com- believer to have left TabrU before the
Is
Turkish troops arrivod. Gordon Pad- war
missioned to bring to Hh maximum dock, the American consul In that ?
between
war
city reported to the department last
efficiency
Ihe United States anil France. Ho will Muy J9, that he and all of the Amer- n
uns and the Brhiah were
have the authoiit to obtain to that
to leave the city before the prepared
effect from every government departadvanc-- .'
coto
measures
mg
all
lurklsh army, consequently it wo
or
service
ment
ordinate the work of military pre- not believed thut Americans uctually
thed In th4 United Were molested.
paredness nccompl
Hold Persia lo Arcounft.
U
States wilh the execution of the work
Some officials pointed out
curried out In France; to supply all
today
hat
1:i
forces
since
American
of
the
the
needs
attacks on the
the
late and hospital occurred In consul
Persia,
he t nited States first must hold
(Continued on Page Two.)
I
erslan government to account, asthe
it
is responsible for the
safety of
and their properties
within
NO
borders. However, because of the IU
and uncertain relations between
lurkey and
the assertion
tho former ofPersia,
the right of suzeraintyby
,h8
recKnlZed inia?:1
OF
ability
to resist the Turk- 18 liltl0
h"1
doubt
u- "r,re
b '. i
"Hhlnton government ""wilt
ho d. that the responsibility
for the
?h.
ha?, l,ilSse, to Turky ""
flrNt I'eports ure substantiated ihe existenco of
state of war
be. ween Turkey and thoa United
States
must be declared.
1
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Fourth Liberty Loan
Drive for 6 Billion

III

DUAL MO

To Of in in Octobers

OiJAl'Y BUREAUS

It

ACCUSED OF GRAFT

MO.NINtf JOC.NAL

SP.CIAL

LCAdCO

i

Franco-America-

RCHY

CHILDREN GO TO

WIHI)

SCOfi!L

HUNGRY

Four Indicted for Trying to
Famine Stalks Through the
Collect a Duplicate Bill for
land and Matters Are Rap$187,000, Submitted by SILK MERCHANT IS
idly Approaching the Break- ARRESTED IN PARIS
Dry Dock Company,
mg Point, Is Claim,
inV MOlNINd

..,,

JCURNAL

IMCIIL LCAKO Wl.tJ

Paris, Juno 19. Jacob Julius Stern,
O.V,. JOU.R.l , .C,.L
W,
Washington, June f9. Employes of a silk men-hunclaiming to be an
the war and the navy departments
American citizen, was nrrtslcd yesterwere drawn Into the net set by day on a charge of commerce with the
He u na brirn in i
the department of justice for war con- enemy.
m,i
2
tract brokers, through indictments re- 1S.-.- and thirty years aso went to
the
United
.states
where
he
founded
turned by a federal grand jury hero
charging four men wth trying to col- the business firm of Stern and Stern
lect on a duplicate bill for 11x7 nnn wilh his brother. Emil, who Is now In
submitted by a dry dock company for tho United States and his two sons
repairs to a government vessel. The are serving In the American army.'
case does not Involve contingent fee
Mr. Stern Is a very
wealthy resiprofiteers, but grew out nf the investi dent of the fashionable
Pussy district
gation Into their practices.
The rour Indicted are Clyde C. where he owns a fine home which
Waltman, a yoeman in the navv de was transferred into a military hospartment's bureau of supplies and ac pital at. the beginning of the war.
counts; ChatTPs W. Waltman, his
brother, a business man of Victoria,
Va.i Benjamin W. Peaks, a soldier
stationed at Fort Meigs, Wash., formerly of Berea. N. C. and I. Malvin
Mowrey. a stenographer employed in
the signal corps office, formerly of
Lancaster, pa.
'
How it was Done.
With free access to navv department
files Clyije C. Waltman and Mowrey
were saiii to have obtained a bill for
$1X7,000 rendered by the Morse Dry
Dock and Repair company, of New
York, for repairs to the government
vessel Cannndaigua.
After tho bill
was alleged to have been taken from
the files, the company was told it was
lost and was asked to submit a ilupli- MO.NINO JOUAMAL SHOAL LKA.CO W,.
cate, which was paid. Before the men
London, June 19 (by the Assoc iated
presented the original bill, for ray- ment, they were arrested.
Press). In the fight off the Dutch
The scheme failed, it 1s snld. be coast on June 4, five British
seaplanes
cause an unnamed soldier who heard of
the largest type outfought nineteen
of the plot informed the government.
All four men have been arrested and German seaplanes. One of the enemy
released on bail.
machines was sent dowii in flames
Definite proof of specific payments
to contingent fee agonls was gathered and another driven down out of contoday by Assistant Attorney General trol, 'according to a description of the
Huston Thompson from records seized fight writton for the Associated Press
by secret agents in the raids Monday by
Ensign K. 1). Kcycs, a United States
on these agenciesheadquarter in naval
aviator.
Washington.
Previous to the encounter one of Ihe
British machines had descended to
STAT.EY IIF.I.D TO AWAIT
CHAM) Jl'KY'S ACTION make repairs and the Germans set
upon the four other machines protectNew York, June 19. Lieut. James
C. Stalcy waived v examination, was ing the injured one. Ensign Joseph
Eaton, another American aviator was
held in $10,000 bail to await action on
the injured machine arid he wos
by a federal grand jury when arraignsubsequently Interned In Holland.
ed before a United States, commissioner
here today on a charge of hav"Ensign Eaton and I were two
ing accepted a bribe' to influence hit Americans among the crews of five
official acts in connection with a con- flying boats on a North Sea
tract for furnishing raincoats to the says Ensign Kcyes. "West ofpatrol,"
army.
Eufon's machine' had to
Lieutenant Staler appeared with a
alight on tho surface owing to engine
service ribbon on his breast.
trouble. We stood by, clrqling In tho
air and waiting for him to repair the
BlHhcp McCorniick "Ghssp.I."
''Grand Rapids, Mich., June 19.
damage.
Soon five German airplanes hove In
Bishop John N. McCormick, of the
western Michigan Episcopal diocese, sight. We took battle formation and
has been gassed while working with went for them. I was in the front
tho American troops in France. Mrs. cockpit with one gun and four hunMcCormick was advised by the bishop dred rounds of ammunition. In the
that Ijte was recovering from "a touch stern were three more guns and their
of gas."
operators.
-T

--

BRITISH FLYING
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ENEMY MACHINES
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Washington. June l!i. Tentative plans fo rthe Fourth Liberty
Loan, as Indicated by ihe treasury are:
Amount at least $, 000,000, 000.
Interest rate l
per cent.
Citmpaicn to open curly in October.
IU tioiiiin.'illon of bond:-- , same as
t
Third Loan.

i

Denver, Colo., Juna 19. New Mexico: Thursday increasing cloudiness;
probably showers west portion; Friday cloudy: not much chang" in tem- gerous."
Some of the hams sent to- - the
perature. Moderate to fresh en ft to
south winds south portion, j
Great Lakes training station, the witness testified, were mouldy products
which had been "scraped" by Wilson
; LOCAL REPORT.
& Co., after their original rejection,
'
A summary of local weather condi- and accepted by the navy department
tions fo the twenty-fou- r
hours ending over Captain Williams' protest.
Medical officers at the station obot 6 p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, 91 degrees;
jected so strenuously to the shipments,
61; range, 30; at 6 p, m., 86; be declared, - that they were discon-uet.
Jaouth winds; clear.
mini-mum-

(V

I

y

triedTosell

U,

At-

Sway to Bring Relations Have Been SuspendAbout Maximum Efficiency;
ed Since April 20, 1917;
Centralisation of Efforts' Is! Now Have Grounds for DeNecessary,
claring Open Warfare,

d

Austro-Hungaria-

tVAK ULULAHAIftii.

Is to Have ri.il

eon-trac-

tracts and annul government contracts secured by payment or promises
of a Commission or use of influence,
was introduced today by Senator
Poindexter of Washington and referred to a senate Judiciary subcom
mittee.
One Washington firm of contingent
fee agents negotiated JIO.000,000
(Ctntlntied on Page Two.)'

u

CAPT. ANDRE TARDIEU
DIPLOMATIC
BREACH IS
HEADS NEW DEPARTMENT
ALREADY IN EXISTEN

Practices,
lar MoRNiNa journal s.rciAL lcaccc wirii
Washington. Juno 19
m..hw
ir.
acknowledged
contingent fee agents
appeared today at the department of
Justice to explain their operations and
to ask leniency In any action the department may take to break m. ih,
exposed system of defrauding contractors and the government out of
millions of dollars.
Many of these acents liereinfY.ro
had been unknown to the department
ami mis ract promoted the Impression
that the system of making commissions out of war orders is even more
extensive than officials had believed.
Hundreds of letters, telegrams and
personal calls came to Attorney General Gregory and Assistant Attorney
General Houston Thompson, In direct
charge of the campaign against the
contingent fee system Inquiry concerning the legal status of contracts
already made, or the legality of maintaining representatives in Washington.
Some admitted they had sub-lnot knowing that this was a
violation of the law.
May Kxw-nAlthough no formal statement of
was
made by the department
policy
of justice, officials
intimated that
leniency would be shown In all cases
where it was apparent that the contractor or the commission agent
neither pretended to use nor actually
did employ any sinister Influence in
orders,
obtaining
A group of
lawyers working today
muss
of reports in ni 'a made
j''i the i' ; i , :wv
o.m ,i iw.i4 Mil- slderable new evidence of improper, if
not illegal, practices In connection
with the soliciting of government war
contracts. In many cases, it is understood, manufacturers have written
to army officers who formerly held
positions with thrm or with allied concerns, asking them to use influence
in getting contracts.
A bill to prohibit "cost plus" con-

nil n niam

S, Troops,

v

:, al l.a.io imi
lav mohnima journal
The Teutonic allies apparently have
Their
loht their spirit of
tacks everywhere lately have lacked
the lenaciousness of days gone hy.
Instead of ploughing through allied
lines with stubborn indifference to
casualties so long as an objective was
gained, they now waver aim men
hall in the face of the artillery and
fire of the men barring their
Wity with Ihe points they wire trying
o gain still far beyond their reach.
Ambitious utlempts t,y the troops
of l ho Central Powers in the past
few weeks have proven this. The
opening of a gateway to Paris through
the western front, running from Mont-didito the Marne, failed completely; the offensive on the Italian battle
line launched by the Ausmans seemingly has failed miserably in the
mountain regions, and r.pparen.ly has
utmost been stopped along the Have,
while a stroke started by the Germans against Hheiins broke down in
Its Inception without the enemy taking a yard of territory.
Teutons' Are Mowed Down.
And in these various attempted enterprises the high commands of the

i ifm

WAR!

Activities of French and

Openj;ng of a Gateway to Paris Lawyers Working on Mass of
and Offensive in Italy Failed
Reports Discover ConsiderItalians Capable New Evidence of Illegal
Completely;

ture 9,000,

OF

Paris Announces the Creation American Headquarters
of a Secretaryship to Unify
tacked and Missionary

commissionTpaid one
FIRM

WM
s.

IN

PROSECUTING

Teutons Apparently Have Lost Expose of Scheme to Rob
Their Determination to Blow
Contractors and Government
Out of Millions Causes
Through With Stubborn
Indifference,
Rush on Washington,
THEY NOW WAVER, THEN
HALT IN FACE OF FOE

EDITION

Daily by Carrier or Mall, 70c a Montb
Single Copies, Bo
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AGEAITS HURRY TO

CITY

l'ranco-Anieiica-

n

"

tV MORNING JOURNAL fiPECIAL VAAto Wlftlt
In
Amplerdani, Jnne 0.
Austria are rapidly anproffching the
breaking point. The Vienna Arbelter
Zritun.? siiys that representatives of
inn govirmnent-owne- d
mines, print
ing works, mint, telegraph and posts
secured an u'ldienee
with the pre
mlr-rDr. von Seydler, and the finance
minister, I r. von Wimmer, on Fridav.
Deputy Cloeckel. acting ns spokes
man for lie men, said
the lowering of
ine workers etrieleney was ntt'llnit- ablc, not to 111 will, hut entlrelv to
tiiider-f- , eding and Unit the slate em
ployes needed an increase In wages of
ra per cent in order to live at all.
Dr. von Wimmer replied that the
utmost limit of expense already had
been reached and that tho state' could
not possibly bear a heavier burden.
All ho could promise was "further
disciiKsion" next fall.
The A.rbeilrr KHlting in n heavlll
encored article, speaks of dire dis
' tress outside of Vienna
and In
wnere war ministries have been places
eslnh.
lislied. In many communes, it says,
the people, have had no potatoes for
four months and that no fats or flour
have been distributed.
Children are
In one place
going to school hungry.
nenr Vienna bread supplies sufficient
for two days are supposed to last for a
whole week. The newspaper complains of the paucity of supplies from
Ukraine. The rest of tho article was
censored.
--

1

,

I

the

F.ilitDi-iaH-

Arbelter

JSeitung

points out that the Austrian note circulation is 22,r,00.0no crowns, as compared with 2. nno. ooo.OOO before the
war. It mnkes a strong plea for peace
and condemns the action of the Ger
man
organ, the
Allgemlene Zeitung, in
off penco discussions with a blank
negative.
Keini-offni- al

Nord-deutsccut-tin-

BONUS PAYMENTS

TO

WORKMEN

OPPOSED

tV Ml. NIKS lOI'RNAL .PRR.AL LA..D
Washington, June 19. The house
went on record ns opposing payment
of bonuses to workmen for extraordinary services in producing war materials by voting down, 205 to 87. a
senate amendment to the naval ap- nrotiviation bill permitting such pay
ments. The proposal now goes back
to conference.
Thn vote was taken after Chairman
Padgett of the naval nffairs committee read telegrams from officials of
labor onions at Portsmouth nnd Norfolk. Va.. In which thev declare that,
If the senate
amendment wos approved there would be a walkout fn
shops where important work was In

prrrrcss.
Mr. Padgett opposed
thn senite
amendment, though hp said the telegrams were tantamount to a threat
nnd that his regard for union labor
hart diminished somewhut since their
-

receipt.

'

T DEPRIVE

WORKMEN

ar

X

BEER

-

IS

COLBY'S

PLEA

ITI.

Member of the Shipping Board AUSTRIA IN SORRY
Declares Closing Breweries
PLIGHT FOR
Would Decrease Efficiency
r NORNIN. JOURNAL
.R1CIAL

GRAIiNl

LIA..O WIR.I

London, Juno 19. Austria's
supplies have completely run outgTaln
and
stn h food of this
nature as she is retting is coming from what Germany
Proal'lant
Junk
19.
has allotted to her from the Ukrania
Washington,
A'ilson is undeistood to have, declined
applies, according to indications In a
uctive
to
opposition
interpose
today
Copenhagen dispatch to the Exchange
for the present at least, to the Jones Telegraph company.
amendment to the. $1 1,000,000 emerg
This message quotes an interview
ency agricultural appropriation bill
Iorru Puul' tna Austrian food
absolute
prohibition
minister, obtained by the Vienna
providing for
war.
the
of tho Berliner Tageblatt
during
The president is said to have taken n which the minister confirmed
the
the position that, while he would have news of the recent reduction
In tho
proAustrian bread ration. This, he said
preferred precipitation of thelegislawas due to Insufficient
hibition question by separate
from
tion, he would not at this timeso inter- liasserabla ami Hungary. supplies
long
Tho entire 1917 harvest from these
fere in the matter, at least enactsources had been distributed and conus It does not hold up final
ment of the emergency agricultural sumed, the minister
stated, and tha
bill or other necessary legislation.
Liimanlan harvest also
. had- been
Should it interfepre with such legls. used up.
is undeistood, the president
lation,-iAmsterdam, June 1
might step in ami ask thut the amendAccording- - to
the t.ermanla of Jlerlln tho
ment be eliminated.
food situSenator Smith of South Carolina, ation In Bulgaria brought about Preagrisenate
tho
of
chairman
lladosJavoffs.
mier
acting
resignation.
1 he food
culture committee, tho president, and
problem In that country,
Balnbrldge Colby, representing Chair- the newspaper idils I. honnn.i
man Hurley of the shipping board, crwsingly difficult', its supplies are
conferred on the question today.
entirely exhausted, and the nation la
Mr. Colby told the committee that asking advances of grain to cover tha
to take beer away from shipyard emtime until the novt hsmui. rov...
ployes would reduce their efficiency trai powers, however. Germania den'ew
of
reduction
In
ship
a
result
and
clares, cannot give Bulgaria this aid
to the extent desired.
tonnage of about 25 per cent.
In spite of this opposition- prohiconfidence
bition leaders expressed
Committee Approves Treaty.
that the nmendmetit would bn favoraTTenowQi m
Washington. Jun 1
comTho
to
senate.
the
bly reported
five years of the general arbitration
mittee will meet again tomorrow and
between the United State and
acting Chairman Smith hopes to treaty
reach a vote before the end of the Great Britain vna a nnrnhl v...
senate foreign retatlons commute,'
day.

of Shipyards,
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ftlbuqucrqu6 Morning Journal, Thursday, June 20,
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Canning Necessaries

Hi

t

Phone 74

B

$

Mauger

OV

7
North
First Street.

115-11-

"If It's Hardware We Have It."
ii

CONTINGENT FEE AGENTS

AZTEC FUEL CO.

fill

Store your
next winter's
Coal Nov.

Phone

251

Roil

HURRY TO ASK LENIENCY

of Nonor

IN

GRAFT'

HUGE

PLOT

American Casualties
worth of contracts for its clients, it
was disclnsed today by examination
of the firm's papers, seized by secret
Another
service agents.
firm, also
maintaining business headquarters In
Washington, hail received $1,600,000
Most or these fees
in commissions.
were paid in installments after receipt by the contractors of checks
from lie government in payment for
prisoners, i.
goods delivered or in process of manthose
reported severely ufacture.
Among
W.
are
John
wounded
Corporal
A commission agent firm In another
of Taibnn, N. M and Priwas about to close fifteen convate Joseph Uozanskl, of Kiinlewood, city
tracts
for clients when Its office was
Colo.
raided.
The list:
Among the papers examined today
Killed in Action.
were scores of telegrams in code.
Lieutenants lidwurd Wilson Flower, These when deciphered
disclosed ref('ultra,. erences to government employes and
youiisstowti, ).; Isaac V.
Kiieinmer-lint!J'.lueinound, III.; Clordon
whom the department of JusN. V.; Serjeant Ernest V. Inm-ca- othprsofficials characterized
as "politice
Ind.; Corporals ticians." it is understood names were
1'loominKton,
Arthur W. Kaker, Temple, Tex.; Char- mentioned in some mefisai'es. Indicales A. Parker, New York; Joseph Val- tions were that the government emPrivates ployes and the "politicians'" had been
lum?,
VVaterbury, Conn.;
.Samuel Amato, Hrooklyn; P.ransiaw in
association with contingent
Jesse fee close
Mass.;
Andrizyiwski, i'helsen,
agents, discussing how best to
1
liurk, Kemtown, Aid.; Aclrien .1.
contracts fur favored manufacHisourdie, Haverhill, Mass.; Freder- turers.
ick l'. Kaston, Portland, Ale.; Klmer
All documents shedding nny light
C. Kdson, Fruitland, Ida.; Ira Kvans, on the
awarding of contracts for airllissell, WuhIi.; Peter J. Fonstermach-er- , planes or parts found in papers seized
"atawissa, Pa.; Victor Kolinsky, were referred to Charles E. Hughes,
Shenandoah, Ha.; Theodore Kraakmo, who is conducting a special inquiry
Alcester, S. !.; J6ston 1. McAviney, into aircraft productions.
New Haven, Conn.; Michael Marello,
Wuterbury, Conn.; Knud K. Moller,
New York; Louis Palmer, Newark, PROMINENT STOCKMAN
N. J.; Willium C. Ititzman, Keailing,
WHILE
Fall I liver, DIES SUDDENLY
Fa.; Aliva Rodriguez,
.Mass.; Torgei 11. Koysland, Kristian-sauON WAY TO MOUNTAINS
Norway; Ferdinand J. Hantar-I)iHrooklyn; lUcuhrd 11. Htilherlin,
Jtohert V. Wtnnett,
I...CIAL DISPATCH lO HORNINO lOUKMALl
Salina, Kalis.;
J.
Holhrook, Ariz., June 19. H. of
Speers, Ha.; Odis Young, Arlee, VV.
Vu.
Uamer, a prominrnt stockmansudlicd cf Wounds.
Arizona and New Mexico, died
Corporals Kichard Henley,
denly last night at Dry Lake. He left
HenL.
Mass.; Charles
here yesterday morning for the
Joy,
mountains to spend a. fewe
zonia, Mich.; James i . Love, Ienacon-imStop-ninMd.; J'rivates Loren I). Hanta, weeks during the hot weather.
Kansas City, Mo.; Orvllle liasill, Bradat the Hushman ranch for the
ford, o.: Frank liodonix, Jersey City, .night, he complained of having a pain
N. .,; James M. ilrown, Malone, N. in his chest before retiring.
He was
Y.; Floyd ho lioo, Chicago; Heulien found dead in bed in the morning, it
M. Gilbert, Lincolnville, Kans.; Lloyd is probublo that Jieart trouble was tho
Stanley Howe, Colfax, Wis.; David A. cause of death. The rcmuins will be
Paul, Cilman, la.; Lorcn W. Hewell, brought here.
Decedent was well known in AlbuLynn, Mass.
I Moil ill Airplane Accident.
querque.
Lieutenant Donald A, Uigelow,
Hotel St. Francis, Han Francisco;
BURNQUIST IS SAFE
II. Cowart, Ensley, Ala.
Died of IMseasc.
IN MINNESOTA
RAtE
Sergeant Rutherford I). Alcock,
III.;' Corporal William WalIBV MORNING JOURNAL SrCCIAL IKASCO WIR1
lace Carlton, Talmado,
).; J'rlvates
St. Paul, Minn., Juno 19. A hand.Merton L. Allen, Alden, Mass.; V)fhur
Mosby, Chicago; William H. Htigan, ful of votes tonight separated the demLee Hervid,
Clarl'.s,
Chicago; ocrat candidates for tho gubernatorial
Returns compiled from
C.eoige F. St. Clair, Johnson City, nomination.
precincts, and including
Tinn.; Paid Joseph Tremliley, New 2,124 of 3,119
counties complete,
forty of eighty-si- x
Hedford, Mass.
pave Fred E. Wheaton of Minneapolis
Died of Accidi lit mid llhcr Clniisos.
k
1
3,928 votes and Judgn W. I..
Sergeant Lester (J.. Rivers, Milwau
of Mankato 13,70:1.
kee; Corporal Joseph J. Fitzgerald
Returns from Monday'S'prlmnry for
New York; Cook Arthur W. Daventhe republican candidates for goverport, Hai nard, frfont.
nor showed practically no change in
the majority for Governor J. A. Humvotes in
anist who polled 184,187
!
2.C76 precincts. Cnnrles A. Lindbergh
.'Mi CrLLOl
fill AfN(J
received 13 5, If. 4 votes.
MUST I. S. TROOPS
TO LAND .IX I'llAXCrO
r

tWORNtNa JOURNAL BPlCIAL
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June lit. The army
Washington,
contained 144
casualty list t oduyfollowK:
names, divided as
Killed in action, 28; died of wounds,
12; died of uceident and other causes,
3; died in airplane accident, 2; died of
dieseuse, 8 ; wounded severely, 87;
wounded slightly, 1; missing in action,
1 ;
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MOMNINO
JOURNAL RrRCL ir.licn Win.
Peking, June 19 (by tin' As'iocinted
Russia n
Tho far eastern
Press.)
committee for tho "salvation of Hip
motherland," has resolved t appeal
through Japan for imiiio'liate intervention In .Siberia iy n.ni.o allied
forces.
The ItusPians say there v ouid bo tin
an allied
difficulty in establishing
army in Siberia. They frankly deprecate a purely JiipuiV'se rxpedit'ou n
the ground of what th"y term Japan's
and racial antagonism
Imperialistic
neso
and memories of tho
war.,
WV
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Constipa-

tion,
"V first took Chamberlain's Tablet-abousix years ago. At that time i
Was greatly troubled with my stomach
t

and buffered from ills brought on by
Chamberlain'-Tablet!
constipation.
that helped
wpi- - the first medicine
me In the hast. They not only afforded me quick relief, hut by continuing their line for a r.hnrt time I
was cured of indigestion
and my
bowels were restored to regular action." writes Mrs. O. VV, Jackson
Litchfield. 111.
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Guarantee Dodson's Liver Tone

Don't take nasty, dangerous calomel when lulimw,
constipated, headachy. Listen to me

-

er

of

tary

definite rulings

on what are to be termed useful em
ployment under the work or fight
soon. An
regulations, is expected
opinion upon the status of baseball
is
now
playersawaiting General
Crowder s decision.
Amplifying his statement, with
drawing his opposition to extending
the the draft ages, Mr. Raker said
today that the only reason for his
having hesitated to submit a recom
mendation to congress on the subject
was a desire to learn the resulting ef
fect upon vital industries of the coun
try.
The war secretary indicated thai
any recommendation he makes on the
subject will include a reiteration of
his original proposal that 19 years be
made tho minimum limit. Mr. Baker
has never voiced an opinion as to the
proper maximum limit since his first
suggestion or twenty-si- x
years was
rejected by congress.
-

Mili

Institute to Have A-

dvantages of Instruction by
FTom

Experts

SRCCIAL CORRKSPONOSNCI

ttlRS)

Withdrawal
by Secretary LaUi r of "his opposition
gave fresh impetus today to consider
ation of the proposal before congress
to extend the drait age limits so mat
the war department will have available at no distant date ample manpower to carry out President Wilson s
urogram of an urinv of unlimited size
lor the war on Geiiimny.
officials in the office of Provost
Marshal General Crowder immediute- Iv began
preparation of statistics
showing results which may be expected it the draft is extended to various
ages between IS and 4i years, the
limits fixed in a bill by Senator France
It is expectof Maryland, republican.
ed that this information" will be presented soon, to the senate military
committee which is considering the
France bill.
Rci'lii.Hsificatinn Results.
Early reports on the- results ef the
reclassification of men by local hoard!)
indicate that more than Z',0,000 men
will be added to class one by this
means, as against the original estimate of 200, 0(i0. Operation of General Crowder's "work or fight" regulations which become effective next July
1 also is
expected to add to the total
In the first class. JOach district is exto
have near the national averpected
age of 28. 7 per cent of its total registration in Class one when the
has been completed.
These estimates were pointed to tosome
as bearing out.
officials
day by
their contention that, there is. no immediate, necessity for changing the
General Crowder, how-eage limits.
does riot share this view, and.
told the senate military committee that extension of the aue limits
was necessary because at the planned
rate of calls class one would- - lie
early next year.
Members of congress from mining
districts were Informed today by General Crowder's office that there will
be no reconsideration of the decision
not to grunt deferred classification to
miners as a class. This will leave the
matter of miner's classifications with
tho local boards as luiretofore and in
some quarters the decision was believed to have been influenced partly,
at least, by the small number of fighting men left in class one.
linker for II) Years Minimum.
June 19.

Announcement

Students at New Mexico

Abroad,
TO

Calomel makes you sick; you lose a few cents under my personal guaran-day- 's
work Calomel is quicksilver and tee that it will clean your sluggish
calomel; tt
it salivates; calomel injures your liver. liver better than nasty
eat
If you are bilious, feel lazy, sluggish won't make you sick and you can sab-awant
without
being
and all knocked out, if your bowels anything you
Your druggist guarantees that
constipated and vour' head
or stomach is sour, just take a spoon- - each spoonful will start your liver,
fill of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone clean your bowels and straighten yo'i
instead of using sickening, salivating up by morning or you get your money
calomel. Dodson's L!ver Tone is real! back, children gladly take Dodson a
liver medicine.
You'll know It next Liver Tone because it is pleasant
because you will wake up ing and doesn't gripe or cramp or
feeling fine, your liver will be work- -' make them sick.
I am selling millions of bottles of
ing, your headacheand dizziness gone,
your stomach will be sweet and bowels Dodson's Liver Tone to people who
tegular. You will feel like working. have found that this pleasant,
be cheerful; full of vigor und! table liver medicine takes the place
ambltJon.
of dangerous calomel. Buy one bot- Your druggist or dealer sells you a tie on my sound, reliable guarantee,
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for a Ask your druggist about me.
re

aches-voted-
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June 19. Of much
importance is the announcement made
by the New Mexico Military Institute
that the students during the coming
year will have the opportunity of taking instruction in the very latest
war methods under officers who have
seen extensive service on the battle
fronts in Europe. Last summer, .Major Rurlow. the regular I. S. army officer detailed at the N. M. M. I. by the
war department, attended tho training camp at Fort Sheridan, 111., and
upon his return gave the cadets the
benefit of nil chunges made in military
tactics, with the result that the hoys
Roswell, N.

M.,

became extremely proficient in up to.
the minute drill. Later Major .Morton,
of tho Canadian army was sent to
the institute by the Canadian war department, after having served on the
battle fields of Europe, and in command of a large body of troops when
the English took Vlmy Ridge. Tl3 wai
of great assistance to .Major Harlow
in introducing new phases of European warfare.
During the coming year everything
Indicates that the institute will be exceptionally fortunate in having the
services of high ranking army officers
from home and abroad, who will be
assigned to instruct tho cadets from
time to time, while recuperating from
wounds and temporary disability. The
names of the officers who are to take
anup the work at tho school will lie in
nounced from time' to time later
the summer.
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Springfield, O,, June 19. IJeut.
Frank Stewart Patterson of Dayton,
Ohio, and Lieut. Leroy Swan of Nor
wich, Conn., were instantly killed at
the Wilbur Wright aviation field between this city and Dayton this afternoon when tlffclr airplane collapsed in
mid-ai0
At an altitude of about
feet, the pilot lost control of his
machine aftcf going into a swift, nose
r.

10,-00-

dive.

Pensaiola, Fla.; June J 9. li. K. Syand 1!. A. Blair, naval reserve
aviators, were killed near tho navy
air station today when their airplanes
Roth men were Rent here
collided.
recently from tho Fictston School of
Technology to complete their train-inslvester

MONEY FROM FARMER
NEW OFFICERS FOR
tBY MORNING

.JOURN.l

PICiAL

L.AtsrO WINK)

'

EXPRESS CO, NAMED
Lincoln, Neb.. June 19. Two men,
one of whom is alleged to have rep11V MORNING JOURNAL tRIAIAL LBASIO WIRI
resented himself to- be a "near relaGeneral
Denver, Colo., Juno 19. Head oftive of Provost Marshall
ficers for this district for Ihe AmeriCrowder, "were under arrest .here tocan Railroad
company, which
day on suspicion of having attempted will consolidateExpress
all express companies
to secure. illegally $0,ri00 from Jacob in
Cnitcd
States July 1, have been
the
Wlrthele, a Wealthy farmer of Near selected.
Burr, Neb.
J, F. .Raker, who has been general
Wirthele said that he came to Lin- superintendent of the Wells Fargo
coln after one of the two men had company for NVw Mexico, southern
and Arizona, will be genpromised to use his "influence" in California
eral manager of the new" company
securing deferred classification for Willi the
same territory. B. L. CrawWirthelo's. two sons. While here ford,
superintendent of the
"Wirthele became involved in a slock Wells formerly
Fargo in Colorado, will hold a
deal in which the suspects attempted similar position with tho new comto secure his money was made, accordpany.
ing to Sheriff L. A. Simmons, of LinVillistas ami lvdenils tasli.
coln.
Jaurez, Mexico, June 19. Two engagements were fought Monday beMrs. Bilsch Released.
followers and federal
Key West, Fla., June 19. Mrs. Lilly tween Villa's
Ruscli, widow of the late millionaire forces nt Santa Ysabel, forty miles
St. Louis brewer, today was released west of Chihuahua City, a soldier of
from cus&jtly by federal immigration the train guard arriving here late toauthorities under instructions from day from Chihuahua City reported.
Mrs. Busch
nnd her Gen. Reuda Quljano with 300 men
Washington.
Villa's advance
guard but
party are leaving tonight for Kt. Louis. engaged
Gen. Mogon Ttoy, with
whs defeated.
fought until
Camp Kearny, San Diego, Calif., .00 men, arrived and
June 19. Mrs. A. P.. Fall, wife of dark with Villa's main column. A
FranciRCO
their
Gen.
nnd
column
New
third
under
Mexico,
Senator Full of
and Gen. Francisco Gonzales
daughter, Joulett Fall, visited Camfp isMurguia
now pursuing the Villa command
Kearny today.
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Hanta Fe, June 19. It is not only
remarkable, that one of every ten
New Mexicans in service is in the
navy, but Roy Woodward of Taiban In
the
part of the dry farming
section, has Just won the $10 prize for
Leing the only one of ninety-seve- n
"Jackies" who in a contest swam
ucpnss San Francisco Bay. He had put
on his first navy suit only lust month
on his twenty-firs- t
birthday and yet
he outswam tho jiick of the men from
tidewater states.
The course was four miles long and
it took him three hours to cover it as
the water was .unusually rough. The
commanding officer sectored that in
reven ytare' experience in training
men he bad
never r.een the feat
equaled. Woodward is the third son of
.1.
Mr. and Mis.
L.
Woodward ot

Taiban.

UPRISING

MEXICAN

BEING' HATCHED HERE
(

'
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Pnso; Texas, June 19. Copies
of a proclamation Issued by a number
of the Mexicans living in Metcalf,
Arizona, were received here today and
have been forwarded to Washington.
Tho jiroclaniation calls upon all Mexicans living in the United States to
form societies for carrying out a
peaceful revolution in Mexico in order
that the principles of the revolution
lie carried out and the people be returned to the land.
The plan proposed by the signers of
the proclamation is to have societies
formed in each community where ten
or more Mexicans reside. Each member is to contribute $1 per month for
one year, the proceeds to he used In
purchasing small tracts of land in
Mexico where the members may later
e
return and earn a living for
nnd thei families.
The, plan
with the
proposes close
government in' getting the most desirable government lands placed at
the disposal of the returning Mexican
F.l

tliem-selv-

farmers.

s

STEPS ARE TAKEN
TO BRING CLOSER
COOPERATION

IN WAR

France as well as French needs in the
I'nittd Slates; to establish and follow,
in accord with the American ."overri-men- t,
and especially toward neutral
countries, the policy of the
agreements, and to supply all allied,
neutral or enemy countries with inn
formation concerning
He shall execute
into'.'-allle-

d

Franco-America-

all decisions on all tho above matSANTA FEANS WROTE
ters, referring when needed to the
LETTERS TO VILLA prime minister.'
"Third: To fulfill the objects of
this mission the secretary of the
t IRV MORN INS JOURNAL VPICIAL LCAStO WIRO
n
war
Texas. He trained and did duty 4
El Pnsn, Texas. June 19. An effort has at his
on the border under tieneral
dispoal (1), the service of
conto
learn
the
Is being made here
thi!
of tho Frcnyh
commission
Funston. When General Pershing i tents of the letters which were taken
high
was ordered to France McCul- and New
two Villa republic at Washington
the
of
bodies
from
the
lough transferreil to another com- - $ courier Who were shot nnd Killed ny York; (2), the central office of
in order to Bet to go. He
affairs organized by lie
f Jinny
federal troops near Villa Ahumada decision of December
sailed on the first transport car- 19, 1917; (3),
The letters V(ere said to the American
Monday.
American
soldiers
rying
to
department of missions
have been signed by men living In office;
missions
French
Ho h'ta lieon promoted
with the
Europe.
(4),
Santa Fe, N. M.. arpl wore addressed
';
sini-in the interior zone.'
then.
$ to Villa, Epifunlo Holguln and Martin Americans
"
'The geneml In charge of .AmeriHis parents, Mr. and Mrs. ,T. S.
Lopez, both Villa commanders.
can affairs wi"h the general in chief
McCunough, live lure. A brother,
of the allied armies, shall act in head'
W. H, McCullough, is in the navy. ?
of the inilil.iiv I'epartmelH of the secMcCullough's is the first ens- - v AUSTRIAN EMPEROR
war coretary for
unity among our thii".
DISAPPOINTED
MUCH
s
volunleers and two drafted men.
operation.'
" 'Foiikth: Tim organization of the
fRr MORNIN JOURNAL OPBCIAL LCARCD WIR1
secretary's office shall bo sealed by
London, Juno 19. Renter's Rome later decision.' "
fircetiH In Washington.
to
Nothing definite is known about the
Washington, June ID. Major Oen-er- corresnondent savs that according
the Austrian emperor, who is organization of the new bureau, exHenry A. Greene, who has been renort
the
lit
cept that Captain Tardieu will be in
at the front, is disappointed
in command of the Mist division
Ho will tak
charge.
up his new
obtained in the present
army nt Camp Lewis, Washing- results nnd
hi-- t
tealous of the excessive ouarters as soon as he sel-staff,
ton has been i ordered to report to
which
will Include ut left'it one AmeriWashiniton. No explanation of thd crrflit the. Germans took for their, can
de
liaslou
officer.
uder was forthcoming rrotn tho war share in Inst year's offensive, is
termined to make another desrerate
department tonight.
Jtrigudier Genun
RrloMaycrM
the
Italians
overwhelm
to
Want $1 an Hour.
eral Frederick S. Foils? lias been attempt
F.1
asPaso, Tex., June 19. Texas
placed in command at Camp Lewis aided, before asking tor uerman
bricklayers nnd their allied craftsmen
sistance.
temporarily.
went on record here today as favoring
a
wage scale of Jt per hour for eight
YANKS SEND FIRST
hours work. The 15th annual convenMORE DEADLY THAN
GAS AGAINST ENEMY tion of the International Union of
Hricklayers', Mnsonls' and Plasterers'
A
MAD DOG'S
BITE
will close tomorrow.
The present
'
MORNING JOURNAL SPVCIAL i tARKD WIRC1
scale of tho bricklayers in the larger
Thp bit tit a rabid dns'l no longer deadly.
With the American Army in France cities of Texas is $7 per day.' The proiu to the now famoui J'asteur Trautment,
but th nlow, livlnis death, the rcfiiiltuat ot June 19 fby the Associated Press).
posed $8 scale is designed to be statesent wide
poison. UK of the avHtrm by deadly uric aold The Americans
in the Woevre
in its application.
an sure and Inevitable as day follows night, their first
the German
gas
against
No other organs of the human body are lines
from nrojectors this morning.
so Important to health muking as the
A German raid at Romicren wood was
clean
and bladder.
your
N.
M
June 19.
John W. McCullough enlisted as
a private In the regular army In
December, 1910, somewhere in

Taiban,
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Sold

n

sell Diamond Tires! We
WE- likethattowhen
one of our customers
-

tries one Diamond, he wants Diamonds
'Jail around.", He's sold "for keeps."

ds

For Gold and Silver
Hi

A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
'-

Silver And Gold Which
Can Exchange For

'.""You

lut

War Savings
::

r--

t

b

;

and

:

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Pott 4th
.and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Saviqgs Committee and will
return to you the full value
f ;tho articles in stamps.

ktd-n-

At
ijli5VfcAin.,

i!:

'

'

on

vry

Satisfied customers like that keep us in
'business!

.

We're glad to tell you that the Diamond
Tires we've sold are piling up thousands
And what's
of miles without a "come-back- ."
more, they cost less than most tires. Don't
you agree that Diamonds must be a pretty
good proposition?

"
Diamond Tubes are In a clasc by
themselves. Made from husky, lively
rubber that i remarkably
.

e

Keep
ktdnoys
and your bladder In working1 condition and
you need have no fear of diseaHe. Drn't try
to cheat nature. It Ib a oruid master. When
ever you experience ijaeHache. nervouaneM,
tlirrictilty In paHsInK urfno, "Ret on the job."
Your ktdneyn and bhiddef require Immediate
Attention. Don't delay. Tlfto In the time to
take the bull by the horn.
l, MUDA.L
Haarlem oil Cupmlcs wilt doithc trick. For
nvnr tun hmu.rt'd vufir
thoif hnvn urnvpn
diseases of
meritorious in the treatment
the stomaclr, kidneys, liver and bladder. It
is a world-fame- d
remedy, in une a a houve
hold necealty for over 200 years;.
If you have been doctorins; without rsults,
get a box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules today.
sells them.
Your druggists
Absolutely
guaranteed or money refunded. Beware of
imitations. Look for the nanio QQUV MED

.Some ot tho enemy were
repulsed.
killed and one prisoner was taken.

Must Use Oiflelal Report).
Chicago, June 19. Directors of the
Chicago Hoard of Trade today adopted a resolution prohibiting the circulation by members of all but official
crop reports. In the future crop experts who desire to have their reports
publicly circulated will be required to
register in the office of the secretary
of the board of trade.
Choice old alfalfa. Bright green.
E. W. I'KK
Join tho

"Two-Uit-

"

Red Cross Club.

The

Natural

Sweetness of

,

long-live-

Black Tread
Red Sides

Grape&uts
is areal sugar saver
Practically the only cereal
food that developes its own
sugar inthe rrakincj
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Gives
Which
Proto
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Freslr Impetus
posal Now Before Congress,

Washington.

Raabe
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Opposition
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Calomel Today! "Sick Tomorrow!
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'Ji. complete Home Canning
Made of heavy wire. Will
Outfit for canning Fruits and hold eight fruit jars, pint or
Fruit Jar Caps and
Vegetables according to the
fit any Wash
Government Cold Pack Meth- quart size. Will
Preserving Ket
od. Will handle any style or Boiler. Just the thing for the Rubbers,
Cold Pack Method.
tles, Cherry 'Stoners.
make of Fruit Jars.

a;

II

AGE LIMITS

SEEMS CERTAIN

Mason, Sure Seal
and Economy
Fruit Jars

National Preserving
Jar Holders

Butler Cold Pack
Canner
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LABOR DELEGATES

FORCE CROSSING

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

WANT MOONEY TO

OF MARME RIVER

ll

(V MOttNIN
St. Paul,

A Featureless Motor Car

ITALIAN
Home, June 19. Tlio text of today's
Italian official statement follows:
"tin the night of June 3 and in
the course of yeslerduy the enemy did
not renew his a. tack fro mthe Asiago
plateau to the Montello. His partial
actions were completely repulsed in
the Grappa and Montello region.
"We carried out thrusts on the
allied detachAsiago plateau, tho
ments capturing many score of prisoners and two nuns.
"With unceasing pressure we shortened the front opened by the enemy
south of tho Montebelluno railway.
Our artillery with deadly concentration
of fire did not give truce to tho enemy
masses waning along the front of the
battle or in movement back of the

HAVE NEW TRIAL

lV HONINS JOUKMAL SPECIAL LEASED
With the American Army In France,
June 19 (by the Associated Press).
Two American patrols crossed tho
Marne cast of Chateau Thierry early
thisf morning. They established contact with the hostile
rorces .killed a
considerable number of the enemy
and brought back prisoners. These
were from Landwahr units which Is
taken as an indication that no hostile
attacks are intended at this point in
the immediate fuure.
Late this afternoon American machine gunners discovered a hostile
party in considerable numbers apparently making ready to attempt to
cross the river. But after these guns
were loose for a few minutes, the enemy abandoned whatever plans he

"11 EE

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)

Minn., June 19. Resolutions calling upon President Wilson
and the governor, of California to use
their powers to obtain a new trial for
Thomas J. Mooney were features of
the session today of the American
of Labor convention.
Federation
Mooney is under sentence of death
in California for alleged participation
in a preparedness day bomb outrage

Perhaps you have observed that we seldom feature
any one detail of design or construction in a
Maxwell Motor Car.

In a product where excellence is uniform, there is

"More Miles Per Gallon"
"More Miles on Tires"

in San Francisco.
no
The Mooney resolution, which was areas.
passed unanimously asserted that un"Yesterday morning was calm on
less Mponcy is to go to the gallows the Plave river, but tn the afternoon
with the belief prevailing that his conthe battle broke out furiously again.
viction was obtained through
"New attempts made by the enemy
testimony, a new trial must to cross to the right bank from San
be given him. An appeal to the govAndrea to Candelu were repulsed. On
ernor of California asks that executive the embankments of the river beto "dispel the impression that a grave tween Candelu
had.
and Fossalta the
The American artillery east and miscarriage of justice is being allowed strenuous defense of our troops tried
west of Chateau Thierry for several with the knowledge of the author- the enemy sorely and his impetus was
hours late last night and this mornfive
ities."
broken by our infantry.
War to Vilify Workers.
ing deluged the enemy with shells.
"Kviually intense was tho struggle
toThe projectiles burst along the roads
an
to
which
In
the convention
address
raged in the sector of Fosand billets.
day, M. Justin Godart( assistant secsalta, southwest of Meolo and north
The enemy retaliated today with retary of war of France and head of a of Capo Sileu.
numerous long range batteries, but French war mission to the United
was the
"JCvery yard of ground
all were Ineffective.
States declared that a union of French theatcr.of epic struggles, in which our
own
American
be
and
one
and
ulliod airplanes took part,
workers will
of the results of the conflict In Euwith fifteen thousand
bombarding
GRIFFIN DECLINES
rope. M. Godart said tho prevaillnjr kilograms of bombs and firing tens of
TO GIVE UP WARRANT thought In the minds of the soldiers thousands of machine gun rounds into
and workers of France was to win the the vulnerable targets offered by the
war.
enemy troops forced into the narrow
v mqunins journal special ieasco wmsl
Samuel space on the right bank of the river.
President
Replying to
19.
Juno
San Francisco, Calif.,
"The battle is continuing bitterly.
Gonipers said:
Motion by Assistant. District Attorney
Car . $82J
"We ask you lo hold' out a little me cm. my in order to preserve some
warrant
for
the
o
death
that,
nne initial
while longer. We arc coming, and
Rerry
821
Roadster
gained by
Thomas J. Mooncy, sentenced for mur- America's workers and soldiers are him takes no advantages
heed of the immense
5- - Pass. with
der In connection with the prepared- determined to sec this war through losses which our rifle fire and the
ness parade bomb explosion here in to the end."
Top . . 93S
guns of our airmen have been inflict
5 Pass. Sedan . .
1916, be turned over to tho sheriff
127 J
The convention today adopted resoing in tne past five days.
was denied today by Judge P. A, Grif- lutions asking that shipments of news
"Prisoners taken since tho
6- - Pasa. Town Car .
117J
fin. Granting of the motion would print paper to other than countries mug ot tno oattlo amount to begin
All prices f. o. b. Detroit
is
have meant Mooney's transfer from the ot the entente be prohibited for the Many guns and several hundred 9,011.n
Wire wheel regular equipment
county jail to the state penitentiary. war. The resolutions declared the
machine guns remain in our
with Sedan and Town Cat
warsaid
Griffin
the
death
Judge
shortage to be due to iiancs.
rant would remain in the hands of the print paper
me number of enemy airplanes
lockouts and low wages.
court clerk until the state supreme strikes, Iklucatliig Illiterates.
uuw-now amounts to fifty.
'"""si'i
court passed upon a petition for a writ
Necessity of educating illiterate Two of our own or allied machines lira
foV probable cause, which Mooney's workers
missing."
was set for by a report subattorneys have announced they would mitted by the committee on education.
file in an effort to obtain a new trial An address by Miss Mollie Friedman
for their client.
of New York advocated establishment
d
of
schools.
e
Investigation of the federal
Vienna, June 19. The text of the
department was asked by tho
Austrian official statement today
todelegates in a resolution adopted
E DARK HAIR
reads;
mention
day, special
being made of
n.
the cost of carrying mail and the po.
j mi Hoiuiiw n wing- of the army
group of Field Marshal von Korocvic
sibility of granting postal employes has
made a steady advance and has
an Increase in salary.
The Fns-Another resolution adopted protest- obtained fresh advantages.
ed against sny increase in postage setta canal has been crossed at some
rates on second cla.ss mail matter, it points. The Italians , are staking
being asserted that newspapers are everything in order to stop tlio
In narrow stretches prisoners
disseminators of war news in which
STATE DISTRIBUTORS,
everv
I
person in the country is inter have been taken from tho numerous
I
II
H .
It was assorted that the new units which have been thrown toiNODociy can leu wnen you ested.
Corner Fifth and Gold,
250,000
postal law which goes into effect July gether.
"Violent enemy attacks delivered
Darken Gray, Faded Hair
would tend to qieate zones of
M.
with
the
greatest stubborness, especthought and to promote sectionalism.
with Sage Tea.
o
Child labor occupied a pan of to- ially on both sides of the
broke down with heavy
railway
riscussion.
day's
losses.
"The division under Colonel Genfirandmother kept her hair beauti- JOSEPH PINO NOW IS
eral Archduke Joseph broke through
fully darkened, glossy and attractive
several Italians near Sovilla at the
with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur.
CORPORAL, LIKES ARMY southern fool of the Montello.
Whenever her hair took on that dull,
"The number of prisoners increases.
faded, or streaked appearance, this
"On the mountain front the capJoseph K. Pino, at Camp Mabrv, tures between
simple mixture was applied with
the
wonderful effect. By asking at any Tex., has written to his brother, L Hrenta, southeasttheof Piave and
Asaigo, which we
drug store for "Wycth's fcage and O. Pino of this city, stating that he took on the lath, again
were tho obSulphur Compound," you will get a has been made n corporal and has jectives of bitter assault. In spit of
e
large bottle of this
recipe, passed his examinations.
sacrifices
the
great
enemy was unable
1'ino wrote that he Is well pleased
Improved by the addition of other into obtain an advantage.
AT THE Til HATKliS TODAY.
gredients, all ready to use, at very with the treatment accorded him, anywhere
"On Dossoalta tlio Italians again
'IV Theater Jesse L.
prelittle cost. This simple miKture can the food and camp life In general. tried
fruitlessly to advance.
sents Vivian Martin as, the star in
be depended upon to restore natural He urges that more New Mexico
"On the Tyroleso
western
front
also
a
h
"Vlviette";
"Paramount
enlist
and
color and beauty to the hair.
those
who
have there wero
boys
says
artillery duels."
n
and
EducaA
Entertaining
downtown, druggist enlisted are anxious for tho trio to
tional."
says everybody uses Wycth's Sage France.
and Sulphur Compound now because
Crystal Oiktil House Dark.
Ideal Theater Claire McDowell in
It darkens so naturally and evenly
Protest Hreml Katlon Cut.
"The
feathat nobody can toll it has been apAmsterdam, June lit. The Vienna
Ship of Doom," a five-reMOMNtNS, JOUHN. L SPECIAL LSAStO WIN
plied it's so easy to use, too. You city council on Tuesday, according to i London, June 19. Field Marshal ture; also a good comedy, "Sauce for
simply damper a comb or soft brush a dispatch received hore, passed a res- llatg reports us follows from the the Goose.".
and draw it through your hair, tak- olution protesting against the reduc- llritlsh front:
"
'
Lyric Theater Repeating "Treasing one strand it a time. By morn- tion of the bread ration. The Vienna,
a successful raid, wo captured ure of the Sea," with Edith Storey In
"In
council
labor
the
after
gray
after
ing
hSjir disappears;
conferring fbr
role; also the Interesting
gun the lending
another application or two, It is re- many hours oh the same subject, a few prsloners and u machine
of "Screen Telegram."
night northeast of Kethune. reelPastime
stored to its natural color and looks passed a resolution renewing its de Thursday
TlK'ntCT
The
Goldwyn
"On
morning a hostile Pictures corporation
glossy, soft and beautiful. This prep- mands for the "speediest
general raiding Wednesday
the poppresents
was
loss
with
party
repulsed
Is
a
aration
delightful toilet requi- peace notwithstanding the great ob east of Hebuterne. The hostile artil- ular Mabel Norniand as the principal
1
site. It is not intended for the cure, stacles at present In the way of peace
character in "The Floor Helow": fol"
lery wi somewhat more active Wed- lowed
endeavors."
mitigation or prevention of disease.
by a Keystone comedy of two
nesday in the Albert sector, in tho
reels, entitled "A Poor Fish."
e
neighborhood of Loire and
Lake."
AT TIIK "II."
t
'harming Vivian Martin lias a delightful pholnplay in her pli turization
of Willis. in .1. Ixieke's famous novel,
"Viviettc," to be shown at the "U"
Berlin, Juno 19 (via London).
The attack on the French positions theater today anil tomorrow.
Miss Martin portrays thn role of a
near Kheims Is described in the official communication
from general young, impulsive English girl whose
to her as the
headquarters as a surprise bombard- charms attractthe men
moths. When Dick
ment by artillery and mine throwers. flame attracts
Englishman, strong
Infantry detachments later brought in Ware, a primitivedoclares
his love for
and masterful,
a few prisoners.
her, slio coquettes, with him and then
The statement Rays:
to
Dick's
devotes
her attention
brother
"There were lively Infantry
MABEL
activities.
Patrol attacks Austin, and later to Ixird Ilanstead.
Khe dangles tho three upon her finat Nieppe forest and northeast of
D
NORMAN
were repulsed. The artillery gers, sporting with them, loving each '
We have a number of good slightly used instruIn greater or less measure, but In her
im THE
battle revived in only a few sectors.
ments of well known makes take in exchange on our
".Southwest of Domiors an attack heart of hearts, the big primltlvo FLOOR BELOW
delivered early In the niornlfi; by man's imago lingors with Increasing
GOLDWYN
affection.
French regiments in the
So it happens that when Dick bewood failed.
In the course of
the day assaults several times repeated comes Jealous of her and she hantcr-ingl- ey
suggests that he fight a
pressed back slightly into the interduel with Austin, ho carries AT TIIK LYRIC.
ior of the wood our line which proAn exciting ipiest for gold, which
the program with murder In his
jects to lh,o east of Mount Gorent, out
In the Olignon sector, northwest of heart. Fortunately for all concerned, was lost When a treasure ship went
a
is
providencatastrophe
down, comes Into the plot of the
Chateau Thierry, several enemy com- however,
realizes Metro
averted and Vlviette
series picture "Treaspanies who advanced to the attacks tially she
has done a foolish thing ure of tho Kca," which
will show
that
were repulsed by us.
After many scenes of Intense interest Kdith Storey in an ideal role at tho
"Our troops delivered strong
that we are offering at exceptionally low prices. If
a
not
few serious complications, Lyric theater for the last ttmo today.
against tho enemy positions near and
you are contemplating the purchase of a good used inTho heroine, In the person Of Miss
Tho infantry detachments Dick's strong primitive nature wins
Kheims.
both find happiness in Storey, stumbles across tho wreck of
and
love
her
strument at a low figure come in arta look them over,
firo
which followed up the
ireparation their mutual affection.
an ancient nierchant ship ladon with
in about fifty prisoners.
brought
they must be sold at any price to make room for new
Besides the above thero will be gold bullion, which had gone down
- "Twenty-thre- e
enemy airplancH and
instruments arriving from our own factory. Below are a
of
reel
a
"Paramount
shown
in a storm with the loss of all hands
three captive balloons were shot down
,
and which the Incoming tido had fifew of these bargains listed.
yesterday."
nally cast up on tho sand. With the
passage of years the skeleton of the
FAIRBANKS' ESTATE
valiant trader had settled deep, and
succeeding storms had buried Its rot-- ij
IS OVER 2 MILLION
Oxford Oak Case
keel under
ted ribs 'and worm-cati- n
$ 98.00
LEMON JUICE
tons of sand.
Milton Mahogany Case
WIRS
LSASKD
1ST
MOHNINQ JOURNAL SPECIAL
, 149.00
I!y a freakish prank, a hurricane,
over the burial placo of
Indianapolis, Ind., June '10. A
Milton Walnut Case
. 125.00
TAKES OFF TAN sweeping
trust fund of $50,000, to be held for
the ship, blows the sand away, causis
which
500
Income
from
the
of the wreck to yield
years,
Victor Oak Case, like new
the
grave
135.00
ing
to be divided each fifty years and exno the gaunt carcass, with Its golden
is
set
pended for social welfare work,
cargo. How the- heroine and hero of
aside from the estate of Uito Churlefi
Girls! Make bleaching lotion
"Treasure of the Sea" battle for the
to his
W. Fairbanks, as a memory
gold and the question as to who wins
is
if
skin
sunburned,
Also several Pianos and Player Pianos of our own
wife, by" his will filed for probate hero
the treasure Is revealed In scenes
today. The value of the entire estate
.
tanned-o- r
whi(h make this picture an excepfreckled
make slightly used
greatly reduced prices.
is estimated at 12,150,000.
tionally fine entertainment.
The above will be followed by a, reel
Timely 'Warning.
the Julco of two lemons into of "Screen Telegram,"
Squeeze
.'
Don't wait until the last minute but a bottle containing three ounces of
act as soon as the first indications of Orchard
White, shake well, and you AT TUB PASTIMK.
a bilious attack appear, and you can have a quarter
Quick action and real emotional appint of the best freckle.
usually ,ward it off. You have timely sunburn and tan
's
lotion, and complex peal form the basis of Mabel
warning as your appetite falls some ion neautiner, at very, very mall
newest Goldwyn production,
cost.
and
hours before the attack appears
Your grocer has the lemons and anv "The Floor Below," to be shown toyou keeo on eating because it is meal drug store or toilet counter will sup day
only at the Pastime thoater.
time. Skip one meal and take a dose
three ounces of Orchard White for
Miss Normand plays a copy girl In
of Chamberlain's Tablets and the at aplyfew
cents.
Massage this sweetly fra- a busy newspaper office, getting Into
HV west central.
tack can as a rule be prevented and grant lotion into
Albuquerque, IN. M.
the face, neck, arms a scrape which causes her discharge
all the distressing symptoms avoided. and
hands each day and see how or is about to bring it about when
Try it,
freckles, sunburn, windburn and tan she is saved. Patricia 0"Rourke is
and how clear, soft and given her first assignment with tho
Club. The Bed disappear
Join the "Two-Bit- "
white the skin becomes. Yes! It la promise that the Job will wait for her
Cross ladles want yon,
,
I
...
A n.um,bei . ot
b.axmie.s, .
if she is successful,

opportunity no temptation to emphasize any
one feature, to the exclusion of others.

Today there are more than 250,000 cars of this'
same model in use.

Maxwell
Motor
Cars

For

years it has been manufactured in practically its present form.

If there ever was a weak link in the chain, it was
long since strengthened.

But there wasn't

from the first this proved to be a
wonderfully reliable, exceptionally economical and
altogether a most satisfactory automobile.

......
er

--

'j

There is a reason for that

Special features are all right
It permissible, of course, to emphasize any advantage a car may possess over its rivals.

Aus-trai-

But in the case of this Maxwelljwe feel the strongest thing we can say is that it is just as good at one
point as at another good all over and all through.

AUSTRIAN.

union-owne-

post-offic-

In a word, featureless
motor car.

yo

a standardized, dependable

You can't go wrong when you select a Maxwell
Motor Car for yours.

Auto Sales Corporation

--

other careful buyers and experienced motorists endorse your judgment

Albuquerque, N.

1

Oderzo-Tre-vls-

FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

old-tim-

.

Plcto-grap-

well-know-

BRITISH.

V

Is--

t

'

vffrlk

Dicko-busch-

GERMAN

Second Hand

;7' J

I

Piano aiei

robberies have been
crooks who seem possessed
information concerning the
rich homes they plunder. Tho police
during

com-Itiiltt-

by
or insmo

Sure! High Heels
But
Cause

have a clue which causes them to
watch the Defilement hnusn conducted
Corns
by Hunter Mason, u young million,
aire, as the source from which the
plans come. Patricia Is ordered to go
Now
Who
to tho mission as a. derelict and, If
possible, steal a march on tho police
and score a "heat" for her paper.
Hecause style decrees tnat women
There will also bo Nhown a Keystone
and buckle up their tender toes
comody of two reels, "A Poor Fish." crowd
In high heel footwear they suffer from
corns, then they cut and trim at these
painful pests which merely makes the
GIRL SCOUTS TO CLEAN
corn grow hard. This suicidal habit
cause lockjaw and women are
ARMORY FOR CONFERENCE may
warned to stop it.
A few drops of a drug called frees-on- e
applied directly upon a sore corn
Girl Scouts are j.repurlng to take
an active part In the mothers and gives quick relief and soon the entire
daughters congress to be held next corn, root and all, lifts out without
week.
In order
that Albuquerque pain. Ask the 'drug store man for a
women may not say tlio armory is quarter of an ounce of freezone, which
nn
as
to
excuse
dusty
stay away from costs very little but is sufficient to retho meetings, the scouts wiil arm move every hard or soft corn or callus
themselvps with brooms and dust pans from one's feet.
This drug la an ether compound and
Friday afternoon and give the armory
a thbrougli denning In preparation dries in a moment and simply shrlveli
for I he conference.
The scouts are up the corn without inflaming or even
also planning to take part ifi the
irritating the surrounding tissue or
skin, clip this out and pin on your
wife's dresser.
in
Ilou'f nc led Hif "Th-ilied
I
t ro.ss 'lull.
today.
Journal Want Ada bring results.

Cares

HU-Jo-

It

reron-noltcri-

w

Villers-Cot-tere-

lUonuolo

Player Pianos

ts

y

make-believ-

all-st-

Picto-graph-

."

'

..............

.

at

Term to Suit Your Own Convenience.

Nor-mand-

"

Columbia Grafanolas and Records

.

7-

-

Freezers For less
'White Mountain' Freezers

Two Quarts

.$2.75

Three Quarts
Four Quarts

.$3.25

$4.00

'Arctic Freezers
Two Quarts

Three Quarts
Four Quarts

.$2.25
.$2.75
.$3.25

.

.

J. K0RBER &

"Allmuucniiio's
PHONIC 878.

CO.

Rig Hardware Store.' "
220 NORTH SECOND.

fl
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STANDING

DUEL

Chicago .
New York
Roston .
Cincinnati
Brooklyn

RESULTS IN CUB

Bf

VICTORY

ONE

I

.
.

.

.
.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh .

St. I .oil is

. .

.

AMERICAN

Pirates Lose by Close Score
in

Game of Few Hits and

Fielding;
Douglas ricveland
Tight
Chicago
Bests Harmon on Mound.
Washington
St. Louis

fV

MORNINa JOURNAL

PICIAk

LIASf O

Philadelphia

WINK)

Pa., Junp 19.

A pitchPittsburgh,
er's duel between Douglass and Harmon today resulted In a Chicago vicTho visitors
tory over the PirutcH.
scored the only run of the game, in the

first on hits )y Flack and Hollocher
and Morale's fly. Harmon's throw to
the iilate being too lato to get Duck.
Score:
Chicago.
AH. ft. H. PO. A. K.

Hark, rf

Hollocher. ss
Mann, If
Merklo, II
Paskort. if
Peal. 3b
Zeidor. 2b
Killifer. c
Douglass,

Totals

.

.

.

.

1

I

1

4

0

2

(I

4

0

4

tl

1

U

()

(I

:!
4

(1

(1

17

II

II

futshaw.

H

d

;

II

t

t

:i

0

I

1

.'!

:i
:i
3

0
0

n

I

n

I)

1

(I

4

(1

lb

Mollwitz.

Kin, rf

...

3b

McKeehtiie.,
c
p

Schmidt,
Harmon,

31

1

7

27

14

0

1

1

1

1

G
1

Wjlhoit

1

1

Totals

45

0
0

0
0

1

8

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

38 14

3

Brooklyn.

AB, R. IL PO. A. E.

Johnston, rf
Olson, ss
Daubert. lb
Wheat, If

Mvers, cf

n'Mara,

6
6

6
5
5
5

3b

Doolan, 2b
Miller, c

Crimes

Cheney,

zlliekman
Tolals

0

0

0
0
0

2
1

0

4

1

i

,t

ti

01
0
0
0
u

0

2
2
6
7
4

1

5

0
0

0

1

0

4

0

1

1

1

0
0

.

4
2
1

1

U

Q

Z

II

.

1

0

0

0

0

0

46

21

ji
.

3

a
3

ii

p

0

10 39 21

1

zRatted for Grimes in eighth.
Ban for McCarty in tenth.
Batted for Rodriguez in tenth.
Score by innings:
New York
000 001 000 000
000 000 010 000
Brooklyn
e
hits McCarty.
Summary:
Olson Stolen base Burns. Sacrifice
hit Miller.
Double play Fletcher.
ITolke.
Base on balls Grimes 2.
Cheney 3, Domaren 1. Innings pitched
By Grimes 8, Cheney 5. Struck out
By Grimes 2, Cheney 2, Demaree 2.

01

12

Two-bas-

Burton 8; Philadelphia 2.
Philadelphia. June 19. Oesehger's
base on balls to Wickland after Boston filled the bases sent over the winning run in the opening game of the
series. Double plays helped the visiting pitcher win his third straight victory.
Score:
Ronton

Philadelphia
Batteries:

.

000 210 000
200 000

R. H. E.
3

0002
and

4
5

2
0

Rudoplh
Wilson;
Oeschger, Davis and Adams, Burns.
New, York 9; Washington

b;

ASSOCIATION

At St. Paul I; Toledo 5.
At Kansas City 9; Louisville 5.
At Milwaukee
Indianapolis
At Minneapolis 9; Columbus 0; forfeited because Columbus refused to
play..

Join tho

"Two-Bit-

"

Florsheim and

22
26
23
SO

26
20

2S

19

S2

32

Pet.
.G88
.SSF
..r.S2
.T.40
.4 83

Clever Fielding Is Largely Re- Antonina Gonzales Fined $50
By Judge McClellan for Asponsible for Philadelphia's
Shut-oof Red Sox; One
lleged Attempt to Disturb
Wife's Married Life,
Sock Gets to Third,

20

.

.481
.385
.375

tBT MOftNINS JOURNAL

LSASIO WIRI,

9RKCIAL

Philadelphia won
its first game of the season in thb
nity from Bouton. Only one Boston
player reached third. Clever fielding
Gardner featured.
and
by Kulker
Score:
Bos. on,

June

19.

Shoes

Whitman-Keit- h

ut

All

Following

OFF

Go at $4
$5 Shoes
Other
Troportional

Reductions

Shoes Are

on

$10,000 STOCK

MY ENTIRE

Is Included in This Sale
Come In Tomorrow and Save 20c on
Every Dollar.

nap-pim- ss

Win. CHAPLIN

--

Central

121 Wesl

1

....

m.iiiunMl!U!"m

htm

s

SERGT, SELLERS

IMS

TELLS

Pei-tic-

Red Cross Club.

1

Once you get your bfood free from
impurities cleansed of the catarrhal
poitons, which' it is now a prey to because of Its unhealthy state then you
will be relieved of Catarrh the dripping in the throat, hawking and spitting, raw sores in the nostrils, and the
disagreeable bad breath. It was caused, in the first place, because your impoverished blood was easily infected.
Possibly a. slight cold or contact with
who had a cold. But the
someone
point Is doVt Buffer with Catarrh
it Is not necessary. The remedy S. 8,

SELLING

I

K

STAMP S

a,

Por-Smit-

.

I

1

-

1

1

Two-bas-

over-buyin-

111

Best Treatment for Catarrh
S. S. S. Removes the Cause
By Purifying the Blood.

MEIERS Id

rnfit

Meat Is Rejected,
York, June 19. Hundreds ot
Thousands of pounds of meat intended for use on American battleships,
furnished by Wilson & Co., Chicago
packers, has been rejected because
not in good condition, Capt. C. S. Williams of the navy testified today at
the Inquiry of the federal trado commission into charges that bad meat
is being furnished to the navy.
Mew

CLUB

1

1

0,

New York, June 19. Tho New York
Americans celebrated
their homecoming
by defeating Washington.
New York got off to a commanding
lead In the first Inning, scoring four
runs on four hits, a base on balls and
an error.
It. IL E
Score:
Washington . ..000 000 000 0 8 1
0
9 12
401 000 Six
New Y'ork
Batteries: Shaw. Buckeye and
Russell and Hannah.

AMERICAN

1,.
24

34
31
32
27
28

SHOES

Including the Nationally Advertised

i:.

i.kagi

a trial in which family
troubles w.ere aired and a story of
desertion
and 'indifference of
partial
nusoand was told, Antonina Gonzales,
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
a Mexican girl, was fined $50 and costs
NATIONAL LKAIili:.
V
Mi.lhin In ItnHcn
iv .Inrlf'n IV
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
court yesterday afternoon, on n chargo
New York at Brooklyn.
ol interfering with tnc domestic
Boston at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
of Mrs. Mariana Trujillo.
AB. It. II. PO. A. E
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
The charges grew out of a letter
o
I'
2
2
5
Shannon, ss
which Mrs. Trujillo received in which
AMEI5ICAN I.
0
5
2
0
0
Oldring, If
the writer said her husband, Toribio
0
5
3
0
Walker, cf
Trujillo, did not love her. The letter
Cleveland at Chicago.
1
i
0
8
2
3
.
lb
Burns,
explained, at length how, the writer
Washington at New York.
1
1
4
0 had won the husband's affections and'
2
0
Gardner, 3b
Philadelphia at Boston,
I
2
0
6
contained an explanation of "why ho
McAvoy, c
'
1
3
0
0
0
0 supported his wife as much as ns
Davidson, rf
I
4
3
(' did."
0
iMignn, 21)
This letter worried Ms. Trujillo. who
1
1
3
0
0
('
Geary, p
although she could neither read nora
PACIFIC COAST "LEAGUE
of Its content, .from
1
0 write, learned
B 10 27
35
Totals
friend.
The letter was signed "AnHuston.
tonina." Tho wife took tho letter to
AB. It. II. A. E. Sheriff Rafael Garcia and complained
0.
Vernon :; Sacrniiicm
3
0
1
0
0
0
19.
rf
Hooper,
that the Gonzales woman was the
Sacramento, Calif., June
4
1
1
H. II. E. Truesdale, 2b
2
0
0
Score:
author.
''
9
1
2
3
Vernon
0
0
The latter was arrested and arraignif
Strunk,
'
0
Sitcrii.iue.nto
3
0 ed before Judge MoClellan yesterday
0
0
0
Kuth, If
Batteries: li, Mitchell. Dell, Quinn
She pleaded not guilty and
4
I)
0 morning.
0 14
lb
and Duvorincr; Leake and Easterly. Mclnnis, 3b
1
4
2
I' her trial was set for the afternoon
4
0
Thomas,
bond of $500.
3
0
4 5 (I with an toappearancethe bond the woScott, ss
Los Angeles 8: Oakland 8.
able
Not
produce
1
3
0
0
Agnew, c
Los Angeles, Calif., June 19.
man was committed to the county Jail
1
II
3
1
3
B. H. E. Bush, p
0 to await the afternoon trial.
Score:
W
2
0
Oakland
Speaking through an ofInterpreter
0
3 13
Los Angeles
Totals
29 0 7 27 16 3 Mrs.
graduate
Trujillo told a story
Batteries: C.rause and Murray;
Score by innings:
by her husband
waning affection
Valencia and Boles.
a
reached
OOu
5
had
000
104
which she declared
Philadelphia
Boston
9 point where he did not come home at
000 000 000
I.
Salt
8; Sim Francisco
Summary; Sacrifice hits Gurdncr, nights and seldom visited his family.
San Francisco, June 19.
Antonina Gonzales protested that
Davidson, Scott. Double play Burns
P.. It. E.
Score:
letter,
to Shannon
to Burns; Shannon to she was not the author of the
2
8
6
Salt Lake
that Mrs. Tru.iillo's husband
1
4
10
Base on bulls-H- ush denied
Dugan to Burns.
San Francisco
or
thai
with
her
relations
had
had
any
3, Geary 4.
Batteries: Kraus? and Murray;
Struck out Bush she had allowed him to come to her
3. Wild
Bnum and McKce.
pitch Geary.
Mrs. Trulillo swore that she
heme.
hud sen her .husband in the defendCleveland
; Chicago 5.
ant's house and said they once ran
Chicago, June 19. Cleveland's bul- away together.
ling rally In the ninth enabled them
"May 1 never have another drink
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION
not telling the
to defeat Chicago. Chicago had sevof water If I a
eral chances but threw them uway oh "truth," the Gonzales woman protestto this statement.
the bases. Erratic
behind ed
At New Orleans
ot the signature of
A comparison
Chattanooga Shellonback aided thefielding
visitors.
Score:
second culled cud seventh by
with signature on checks
the
letter
Cleveland.
which tho woman admitted having
agreement.
AB. R. II. PO. A. K. signed, Judge McClellan decided she
At Atlanta
Little Rock
5
1
0
1
8
0
second game culled end seventh by Johnston, lb
was tne author of the letter and had
agreement.
Chopinan, ss . . . . 5 0 1 3 6 0 written it with evil intent. Ho found
An
Nashvillc7.
At Mobile 4;
4
1
0
0
0 her guilty and assessed the fine.
0
Speaker, cf
defendant said he
At Birmingham 0; Memphis 11.
1
1
2
Roth, if
0 attorney for the
2
0
would appeal the case and tho Judge
1
4
1
1
0
5
Wambsganss, 2b
fixed the appeal bond at $200. The
3
2
1
0
Wood, If
0
bond but
attorney agreed to makeIn the
4
2
1
1
3
2
Kvuns, 3b
Jail to await
the woman was placed
WESTERN LEAGUE
2
4
1
0
0
0 the final completion of the bond which
Thomas, c
0
0
0
0
0
0 the Judge said "must not bo straw
xllr.iney
0
bond."
0
0
0
O'Neill, c
de0,0
At Omaha 9; Dcs Moines 1.
Jn concluding the case the judge
4
1
I
2
0
0
Pagby, p
At St. Joseph 3; Sioux City 1.
clared he did not consider the defendAt Hutchinson 1; Oklahoma City 0.
ant a desirable citizen and ordered
9 27 12
33
Totals
6
3
At Wichita 3; .loplln 10.
her to leave town at once,, declaring
x Batted lor Thomas in ninth.
if she remains here ho will file a vag''
Chicago.
rant
y charge against her.
INDEPENDENT PLAYERS
1
4
1
1
0
0
Murphy, rf
Toribio Trulillo attended the trial
1
5
2
I
0 but did not testify.
0
WIN FORM WILD CATS Monoid, If
1
4
1
1
W Collins, 2b
1
2
1
4
5
0
0
0 PLENTY OF RUBBER
Fclsch, cf
The Independence baseball team de1 10
5
U
0
0
feated the Wld Cats of the Fourth Gandil, lbss
TO TAKE CARE OF
4
2
3
5
0
ward school on a vacant lot on Wes. Weaver, 3b
1
4
1
3
0
Itisberg,
Central avenue yesterday afternoon.
ALL REQUIREMENTS
4
1
1
4
3
0
The score was 15 to 14. The batteries Jacobs, c
were:
Shellenbuck, p . . . 2 1 0 0 2 0
Tho attitude of tho fnltcd States
1
0
0
0
0
0
Chaves and Stortz; zJourdan
sitIndependence
Tire
company with regard to the
Wild Cats
!
an
Winslow.
O'ltielly
uation created by the governments
4
3
37 6 10 27
Totals
of crude rubber importaz
Batted for Shellonback in ninth. regulation
FIRST ENEMY ALIEN
tion is set forth in the ftdlowing letScore by Innings:
ter Just issued by that company to the
030 000 00I1 6 trade:
PROPERTY IS DEPOSITED Cleveland'
110 000 1025
"As there have been many rumors
Chicago
e
hits
recently, of varying nature, regarding
Jacobs,
Summary:
In
J500
the
Approximately
money,
Deltoid. Three baso hits Col- the effect on the production and supproperty of Mrs. Nettchen Schuster of Wood,
the government
lins.
base Roth. Sacrifice, hit ply of tires,of due to rubber
Stolen
Essen, Germany, was received yesterimportacrude
regulation
Double
Thomas.
day by the State National tonk as the
play Risberg. tion, and policies adopted by some
first deposit of alien enemy property. Jacobs and Gandil. Base on balls
people in the trade, which do not seem
Mrs. Schuster formerly lived here. Shellenback 4; Bagby 4. Hit by pitchto us to reflect the true situation, we
Her husband, B. F. Schuster, who wan er Shellenback
see
out will give here in some facts, as we acStruck
(Roth).
connec.ed with a mcrchantile firm
theln. which we believe will be
Shellenback 1; Bagby 3.
here, died in Albuquerque, and his
ceptable to dealers.
wife later went to Germany.
"In order to conserve boat tonnage
Detroit, 7; St. Ixni !.
The money had been collected as inwas for military requirements, the govern-of
St. Louis, June 19
Detroit
tercut on Investments.
A. Mitchell
ment has restricted the Importation
Palmer, custodian
of enemy alien more successful than St. Louis with Its crude rubber, the present order In
extra
a
base
and
hits
won,
making
took
the money In charge.
property,
of three
period
clean sweep of the series.
A home effect to cover a
run by Veaeh, with Bush on base in months at which time further considbo
Close Contests.
will
tif
given
the matter
the fifth cinched the
for the eration
Kansas City, Mo.. June 19. Close visitors. Rogers' hitting game
was account- covering another period.
counthis
in
on
hand
contests several of which required able for four
rubber
"The
of the locals' runs.
extra holes to decide, marked the
Score:
R. It. E. try now, together with that en route,
first day of matched play in the Detroit
.003 002 200 7 8 2 is sufficient to take euro of normal
7
requirements, covering the first period
002 020 1005
St. Louis
golf tournament.
One of the sensations was the deBatteries:
Erickson
and of restriction, and if the trade and
Kalllo,
feat of Stuart HtinU
public will refuse to become "panYclle; Rogers and Nunamaker.
Louis country club player, by Henry
icky," due to all sorts of rumors, and
g
or hoarding,
refrain from
UIH IIIMII
.....ioo vnji
It is the best belief of this company
match of the second
round chain- - PASS RESOLUTIONS
circumsomo
unforseon
unless
that
pionsnip ngni. uecker won one up.
stances arise, It will be entirely posAGAINST TEACHING
Slickiiey defeated Frank Lynch of
sible for tho tire production of this
St. Louis In the first round match
this morning, after Decker had disGERMAN IN SCHOOLS country to take care of the needs of
the trado and public Tor the present
posed of Karl Voorhls, Kansas City,
7 and 6. E. A. Lcibman
year.
of Oklahoma
A
resolution asking the abolition of
"Adequate stockB to take care of all
City, and M. J. Crlchton, Forest Park, the
German
of
the
language requirements should be carried, by
teaching
St. Louis, required 21 holes to settle
In the schools of our country, passed dealers, but there is no reason existtheir match, the former finally win- by the National
Society of the Sons ing ut this time for loading up bening.
of the American Revolution, has been yond normal requirements, either bereceived by Dr. M. K. Wylder, chair- cause of an immediate possible shortColumbus Team Forfeits.
man of the state society of the organage, or for any reason that we can
Minneapolis, Minn., June 19. De- ization.
now foresee.
too
it
was
to
that
dark
claring
play,
The resolutions are as follows:
"This is a time when the capacity
President Joe Tinker of the Columbus
tho tire manufacturer should be
team led his players off the field and Teaching of German In Public ScImioI i of
"Resolutions adopted by the 29lh used to make sizes and styles which
declined to play tonight twilight base- Annual
Soare
Congress of the National
going to be required by dealers,
ball game here. Umpire
Finneran
within a reasonable period of time,
Sons of the American Revthen awarded the contest to Minne- ciety of the
held at Rochester, N. Y May and we would caution our customers
apolis 9 to 0. Tinker announced he olution,
to place orders for their requirements
would send a protest to President 20, 1918.
"Whereas the Society pf tho Pons of well In advance in order that wo may
Thomas Hickey of the league.
the American Revolution Is dedicated shape our production to what will actto the preservation of American ideals ually be required. Instead of using our
one land, ono flag, one speech, and materials, labor and capacity to a certain extent in making sizes and styles
one standard of loyalty; and
which would necessarily have to be
"Whereas it is manifest that the carried
on band tor an unreasonable
teaching of the Gorman language In
'
.
our schools Is now subversive to such period of time."
principles; be It
"Resolved, That we call upon those GOVERNMENT. RESTS
In authority to exclude the teaching
IN O'LEARY CASE
of the German language rfom our
8 discovered over fifty years ago, public schools; and be It further
M3 JINfl JOURNAL
WlHI
"Resolved, That the Secretary Gentested, true and tried, is obtainable at
New York, June 19.' The governany drug store. It has proven Its value eral be Instructed to send cbpies of
in thousands of rases.. It will do so this resolution to the president of each ment rested its case and the defense
In your case. Get S. 8. S. at once and state society; and be It further
opened today nt the trial of John J.
"Resolved, That the president of O'Leary, indicted on a chargo of aidbegin treatment. If yours is a long
his brother. Jeremiah A. O'Leary,
standing case, be sure to write, for each state society be directed to send ing
the Sinn Fein leader, to escape from
free expert medical advice. We will copies ot this resolution to the goverthe
jurisdiction of the federal court
tell you how this purely vegetable nor, the department of education, and
cleanses the Impurities to the press of their respective states." just before he was to have been tried
blood tonic
for publishing alleged seditious arfrom the blood by literally washing it
ticles In the Bull, an
To Pay Grew 4 10,000.
clean.
We will prove to you that
June 19. Legislation magazine. It was indicated that the
thousands of sufferers from Catarrh,
Washington,
case
might go to the Jury Friday.
after consistent treatment with S. 8. recommended by President Wilson to
In opening the case for the defense
0
S., have been freed from the trouble pay the government of Greece
for property losses sustained by Thomas B. Felder said he Intended to
and all its disagreeable features and
restored to perfect health and vigor. Greeks in race rioting at South Oma show the unblemished character of
and Intimated that he
Don't delay the treatment. Address ha, Neb., In 1909, was reported favor- the defendant
Medical Director, 439 Swift Labora- ably today by the senate foreign rela might ' present evidence bearing on
I tions
Jeremiah's
condition.
committee.
mental
tory, Atlanta. Ga,
Detroit

wen s OxforOS

UPHOML

BREAK

SQUAD

1

1

1

5
0

BOSTON

fl

1

1

p

.460
.449

1

Brooklyn 2; New York I.
Brooklyn. Juno 19. Young's muff
of Dauberfs fly with Cheney on sec-- j
ond anil two out, won a thirteen inning
name for Brooklyn against New York
out
Pemaree had the Dodgers shut Zimuntil the eighth when errors by
merman and McCarty and Olson'a
double tied the scorn. Score:
New York.
A B. U. H. PO. A. E
0
3
1
0
0
6
If
Burns,
1
1
6
5
0
Young, if
0
4
1
3
0
6
iFletcher. ss
0
0
4
0
Kauff. cf
Zimmerman, 3b . . 5 0 II 7 0
0
9
5
0
Holke. lb
1
0
4
0
0
McCarty, c
0
0
0
3
0
Raridon, c
0
2
0
2
0
Rodriguez. 21
1
(I
0
0
Sicking. 2b
5
0
2

Pemaree,
Thorpe

.375

WITH ATTEMPT TO

OVER

1

Moll-wit-

1

.4011

30

VICTORS

.4 90

1

30 0 3 27 20 2
Totals
Score by innings:
loo ooo 000 1
Chicago
0
ono ooo ooo
Pittsburgh
Summary: Stolen base Hollocher,
Pigbee, Carev. Sacrifice hits Mann,
Merkle. Double plays Cutshaw, Ca- z
ton anj Mollwitss: McKctchnie,
and King. Base on halls Douglas
1. Struck out
Douglas 4.

1

S

.25
.23
.22
.20
.18

.519

AND HIGH

1

A B. R. II. PO. A. E.
1
O
8
4
0
1
4
0
1
4
0
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
3
0
0
3
0
3
0
0

2b

.667

1

Pittsburgh.

Caton. ss
Bigbec, If
Tarev. cf

17
26
2li
27
27

I

0

4

.34

.08(1

SI

lVQMAN CHARGED

Pet.

L.
16

W.

Boston
New York

ATHLETICS ARE

W.
.3!
.2S

.

UWWt..l.WllM

OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL. I.FAGO:.

1918.

'

KPKCIAL-CAtt-

anti-Briti-

140,-00-

A graphic description
of tho part
that the machine gun is playing In the
was
to
war
the memgiven
present
bers of the Kiwanis club and their
guests at their weekly luncheon, Taft
annex to the Hotel Alvarado at noon
yesterday by Sergeant Harold Sellers,
143rd Machine Gun Pattallon, Camp
an
Calif.,
Kearney,
Albuquerque
young man, who is here on a brief
furlough, visiting his parents, Col.
and Mrs. T. K. II. Sellers. Sergeant
Sellers' talk was one of the most interesting to be heard in Albuquerque
since the war started, being all the
more Interesting because of the fact
that the young man in uniform was
a home boy.
The Prowning machine gun Is a
daisy, according to Sergeant Sellers,
and his description of Its workings
fully bore out the praise bestowed
upon the instrument which is now

mowing

down

Huns

the

on

the

French and Italian fronts.
Taking up in turn the Maxim, the
Ilotchkiss, Vickers, Lewis and Brown

ing guns, Sergeant Sellers described
the workings of each, paying particular attention to the tirowning.
which fires 1,100 shots a minute, is
water cooled and very simple in ope-

ration.

the
Manifesting much pride in
Motorized Machine Gun Baltallion.
to which he Is attached, Sergeant
Sellers explained the work of the
men in the outfit, and told of the
enthusiasm of its members and their
desire to get over to France Sind
begin target practice on the front
line, with real Germans as the reward instead of a bulls eye. He caused a laugh when he said that the
men of the outfit "swear by the gun
baltallion, and swear at," all other
outfits.
Sergeant Sellers told how greatly
the hoH at Camp Kearny appreciate
the things that the people outside
are doing for them and praised the
work of tVi y. M. C. A., the Knights
of Columbus, the Red Cross, the
imSmileage Book people and most Altoportant of all, the Red Cross.
gether Sellers gave the Kiwanis an
extremely interesting talk, indicating
a splendid grasp of things at the
big training camp, and demonstrating
that he has taken every advantage
while in training to learn everything
ct t. net ted with his work that will be
of use to him "over there."
There were four speakers at the
as
luncheon.

W.

G.

Logan

chairman.

acted

Following Sergeant Sellers. Louis
Ilfeld spoke regarding the sheep and
wcol industry, telling of the progress
Mexico.
New
in
it bad made
Iir Karl M. Westenhaver of Kansas
City, who is here to attend the
dentists' convention spoke on tne
cure of the teeth. Dr. M. J. Moran
of Doming, "Who Is also here to attend the dentists' convention, spoke
regarding the conditions at Camp
x
Cody.
K. N. Boule of the oross ivcuy to..
noted as silent booster, presenting
each member with a bottle of ginget
ale. D. W. Faw won the attendance
of twenty tnrm
nrlze. consihting
Stamps, presented by Dr. W. G. Hope.
.

ADDITIONAL

MARKETS

KANSAS CITY l'HODl CE.

Kansas City, Juno 19. Rutter
Market unchanged.
Kggs Firsts, 32 c; seconds, 26c.
Poultry Hens, 24c; roosters, 18c;

broilers,

303c.

NEW yoUK
New York, June 18.

TTOV.

Cotton futures
closed
July, $26.30; Oct..
steady.
Dec, $24.10; Jan., $23.95;
$24.45;
March, $23.88.
NKW YORK MONEY.
York, June 19. Mercantile
per
paper, foitr and six months.
per
cent; sterling 0 day bills, 4.72
cent: commercial 60 day bills on
banks. 4.72 per cent; commercial 60
per cent; demand,
day bills, 4.71
4.753 per cent; cables, 4.76
per
New

cent.
Bar silver.

99c.

Mexican dollars, 77c.
Government bonds, steady.
Railroad bonds, irregular.
loans Steady.
Time
Sixty day
per cent: 90 nays, 6
hills, 6V45
6 per cent; six months,
Pr
cent.
Call money Easier.
High, 6 per
cent; low, 4 V per cent; ruling rate,
6 per cent: closing bid, 414 per cent;
offered at ili per cent; last loan, 4
.
per cent.

6i'6

To the JPnWIc.
"I Just want to say that we keep
a bottle of CUamberlaln's Colic and
the
Diarrhoea Remedy on handiClVallhOWfil
irA If av,lll.nt
nr
LI IllC,
' "- - "
I.IU !.".
AnP.
Cook,
trouble," write Mrs. H. '
.
derson, Ind.

t".

.

illmLJli

Every Man at Luncheon Yesterday Signs Up to Solicit
on June 27 and 28; Women
to Help,
The War Savings Stamp campaign
in Bernalillo county, which will reach
its intense period on June 27 and 2S,
began to hit the proper stride at noon
yesterday when all members of the
Kiwanis club at the club luncheon
at the Alvarado hotel, signed up tV
work during the two days of the campaign.
M. E. Hickey, veteran Liberty Loen
campaigner, orated for two minutes
and thirty seconds, on tho benefits to
bo derived from participating in the
stamp campaign, speaking by authority of County Chairman Guy L. Rogers,
vice president of the First National
bank. Whether it was Mr. HioKey's
persuasive powers, or somo other fi t"
tor. It is certain that the Kiwinls club
to a man, hurried to the front line and
promised to spend two days In the
trenches helping tho county go over
tho top.
Chairman Rogers announced last
night the appointment of Mrs. J. T.
Mclaughlin ,as vice county chairman,
in "charge of organizing the women
workers. Tt Is believed that the women will render very important serAlmost every
vice In tho campaign.
woman in Albuquerque and In the
son
near icia-tlv- e
has
a
or
other
county
In Uncle Sam's service, and it Is
known that these will gladly help here
to help the boys "over there."
Another announcement of Imnort-anc- e
made by Mr. Rogers Is that W.
W; Kohn, who rendered valuable aid
in Liberty Loan campaigns, will lev ite
all his time and attention for the next
ten days to the stamp savings wr.tk.
lie will be employed on tho executive
end and is prepared to give valuable
assistance because of wide business
experience..
W. M. Curabac
has been made a
major general by Chairman Rogers,
with authority to commandeer motor
ears to convoy the stamp workers to
c
all parts of the city and county.
will be in charge of all
and is to be solely responsible for getting the workers out. of
the trenches and over tho terilnr)'
assigned in the shortest space ot time.

ARROW

Soft COLLARS
Tossess exclusive merit.;.
CLUETt PE ABOUT ft Of)

INC

WaLt t

LEGAL NOTICE.
PROPOSALS FOR CON'STRt'f'TlON
OF SEWER SYSTEM, WATER,
SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM. Department of the Interior.
Office of Indian Affairs. Washington,
D. O.'June 12, 1918. sealed proposals
plainly marked on the outsldo of the
sealed envelope, "Proposals for sewer
system, water supply and distributing
system at the Toadlene School under
the jurisdiction of the San Juan
school, Shiprock, New Mexico" and
to tho "Commissioner of
nddressed
Indian Affairs, Washington, P. C",
will be received at the Indian Office
until two o'clock P. M. of July 18,
1918,

materials and

fpr' furnishing

labor for the construction of a sewer
system, water supply arid distributing
system in strict accordance with tho
plans, specifications and Instructions
to bidders, which may be examined
at the Office of the paper or periodical in which this advertisement appears, the United Slates Indian Warehouse at Chicago, Illinois; St. Louis,
Missouri; San Francisco, California:
and the Builder's, Exchange, St. Paul,
Minnesota, and at office of the Superintendent of the San Juan School.
Shiprock, New Mexico. For further
Information npp'ly to the Superintendent of the San Juan School. Cato
trolls. Commissioner.

Walfare Hesselden
Wflare Id a position to give
morn value lor lite mnnry man
niiy other BPILDINO I'IRM in
fliia vicinity.
Office With

Gtwxl Liniment for ijtnieni'NA.
"I have found Chamberlain's Liniment a splendid remedy for lameness,
soreness of the muscles and rheumatic
pains," writes Mrs. J. W. Wallace',
Macon, Mo. Mrs. Wallace says further that "It Is the best llnimentwe
have ever had In the house."
J

Club. The Kcd
Join tho "Two-Hil- "
Cross Indies want you.

THONE

877

"t

I Hudson for Signs f

Sealed bids will be received on and
before June 28, 1918, at the office of
tho County Clerk of Bernalillo County, New Mexico,., at Albuquerque, N,
M., for furnishing and driving sixteen
piles and fourteen
plies forming an extension of the
or
breakwater at the west bank
Jetty
of the Rio Grande above the west end
of the Barclas bridge, In Los Ranchon
de Atrisco.
Said work to be done under the
supervision of the County Surveyor
and In accordance with specifications
on file In the office of the County
Clerk. Copies of said specifications
are to be. obtained from .the County
.
Surveyor.
Bidders must Inclose check payable
to the County of Bernalillo for 10 per
cent of the amount of bids.
Bids will be opened and contract let
to lowest and best bidder at the meeting of tho County Commissioners of
Bernalillo County to be held at 2 p.
28, 1918, at the
m., Friday, June
Court Mouse of Bernalillo county.
Th' Board of County Commissioners r crves the right to reject any or
all t js.
bidder will be reThe successful
quired t furnish a satisfactory bond,
the
according to law, in double will
amount of his bid, and contractor
not be permitted to begin work without equipment adequate to the satisfactory completion of the work.
ALFRED GRUNSFELD,
Chairman, Board of County Com- - f
misaioners.
NESTOR MONTOYA. County Clerk. '
ot
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LUMBER

Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames i
and

Fourth St.

Copper

.

A

v.

LUMBER

Palnte, Oils, Glass, MaltlioM Roofing
and Building Iaper.
LUMBER
BALDRIDGE
C.
J.
UUMrANT

DUKE CITY
ucaners-nattc-

Wholesale

il.

rhone

220 West Gold.

THE.WM.

rs

FARft COMPANY
and

In
Retail Dealer
AND SALT MEATS,
,
Sausage a Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the Ruling

FRESH

Market Prices Are Paid

i

fester

Lumber
Albuquerque
Company
'
'
FIRST STREET
42S NORTH

I

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
1

SEALED BIDS

'

I

General Contractor;

Cud-aba-

liuns-portatl-

5
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WHEELER
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CATTLEMEN TO HAVE
AN OFFICE IN VEGAS

-

T

.
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-

.
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AMERICAN ENERGY

DURING THE REUNION

Eft"?5

DEPORTED

LW. W.

CLAIMS

CABLE

imr

MORNIN

JOURNAL BpftCIAL IIASKD

Sims

WIRBl

Las Vegas, X. M June IS. During
the fourth annua! Cowboy Heunion, to
be held here July
4 and 5, the New
Mexico Cattle and Horscgrowers AssoIII
ciation will maintain its office in l.as
Vegas. Miss Bertha Decker, the secretary, will be. in charge, and President Vic. Culberson
has nanie; a
tY MORNIS
RpiciAk t.Pim WlKj
mcmbeiship committee which
Tiishcc,
Ariz.. Juno 19.
Harry special
Wheeler, former sheriff of Cochise will be present to invite visiting stockcounty, who was in charge of the de- men to become members of the assoportation of 1,186 copper mine work- ciation. The reunion always attracts
ers and others from Hisbce last year. hundreds of stockmen, and it has beraided from France today to the liis come almost as much a reunion ol
bee Review, assuming responsibility1 ht" lnen ot tne cattle industry as it
for the deportation.
Wheeler now is ,u's pf
punchers, in fact, many
a captain in the t'nited States army. cf the prominent cattle men of the
e
state
are
members of the Heunion
Twenty-onprominent men of flisbee
recently were indicted by, a federal association, and take a great Interest
in
Its annual meetings.
Brand jury in connection jwith the
case. Names of several otlcr indicted
The special committee is composed
'
men were withheld.
of the following men; J. 11. Kelley
"Wish my friend's to know nm anx- and R. II. Royal Whitewater; John
ious to protect them by agnln assum- Hicks, Cuervo;
Medley, Magda-lening all responsibility for deportation.
and Johnnie McMillcn, Silver
Would do same thins over again un- City.
der same circumstances.
No traitors
The Lis Vegas commercial club has
or I. W. W. sympathizers over here, given the association
office loom in
only American soldiers.
My country Its quarters, and will be
glad to welneeds me hero but when I can be come
visiting stockpicn.
spurcd, if situ alive, you will find me
ready to go home and stand by my RAINS NEAR SNOWFLAKE
friends and fellow Americans to undergo any tribulations the politicians,
IMPROVE STOCK OUTLOOK
1. W, W.
sympathizers and other traitors can inflict. The Eagles in France
tY MORINO JOURNAL IPCtlAL LACO WIR1
feel only contempt for these vultures
Snow flake, Ariz., June 19. Recent
at home but do not fear them.
.local showers over this section have
(Signed)
improved the range conditions to some
"CATT. If ATtRY WHEELER."
extent. The drouth is considered the
The deportations nt Risbee followed most
serious in thirty-fiv- e
years. Cata strike In the copper mines culled by
tle men
20 to 60 per cent
I. W, W. organizers.
Tho men under losses. report from
Indictment contend the deportation
Some streams are now dry for the
was neccssatfy to drive the I. W. W.
from the Bisbec district and allow re first time in many yoars.
sumption of the mines producing cop
per badly needed by tho government. MISS JEANETTE SPIESS

LABOR DELEGATE

:.

Let the j'ounjffolks
dance on your floors,
if they're finished with
Harriccns
Vitrolac Varnish
,

For Floors

The I'clijlit cf the dartre
will be greater because of
your floors, end (fie complimentary rcnir;i!:3 will
more th;m rcpny you for
your forctho',:r;!)t.
Tlu-you " ill I f: plciscd
with rugs ar! a varnished
floor as a change fioii c
and inrtttiriR. ( When
may we talk over the details with you ?

nspired by Practical Efforts
Being Made Toward Win
ning War, Duncan Tells!
England to Visit This Nation
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Greater Reductions for
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Special Sale Begins Friday

'

tan 12 o'clock

A Special Noon Time Opportunity for Women and Girls Who
Are Employed.

1

All Shoes That Have Been on SALE During the Past Few
Days Have Been REDUCED STILL MORE and in ADDITIOM
We Have Added Several New Lines in High and Low Shoes Which
Will Be on Sale at GREAT SAVING PRICES
See Special Window of

a

White Shoe Values

lt

lf

1

Friday and Saturday

M--

one-ha-

,

I,,,

""

(liy C'liiirkvi Duncan, M. 1.)
Duncan, who made a three
months' visit to the United States as
one of the members of the British
labor mission Invited by the American
Defense Council to meet the leading
industrialists In all the great cities of
the States, describes In the following
article his Impressions ot America at

London, May 23. I return from the
United States vastly more confident
than I was the day 1 left England's
shores to set out upon my mission,
tor 1 bring with me the certain knowledge that both the gods and goods are
on our side. Inspired by the magulf
icently practical war-- inning rnthu-siato be found in every corner of
FOR SALE BY
the States, 1 come back fortified
J. KORBER & CO.
against any dark days which may ho
in store for us. My one fear is that
"AlbUqUCrqUC'S Rig
'
1
may not find words strong enough
Hardware Store-to convey to the minds of those whoso
Phono 878.
220 North Second
duty keeps them here at home an adequate impression of the enormous
effort the people of tho
United States. are making today, and
of the spirit of indomitable tenacity
which will certainly keep them to
APACHE RAILWAY WORK
their task until complete victory has
been won.
ACTS AS MAID OF HONOR
GOING FORWARD RAPIDLY LEO
My impressions have been gained,
LOWENSTIEN DIES
not so much from the political leaders
Wt Montana journal arte,,. Liaito wiftii
IN SOCORRO
or from the Individual attitude of a
Santa Fc, June 19. Miss Jeanettc man
IS.
Snowflake, Ariz., June lS.-- A.
here and there, as they have een
and
Naof
builders
f.as
McUatfcy
SpiesH
of the
Vegas, daughter of
party,
IPICIAU CORRtftFONDINCC TO MORNING JOURNAL)
from the whole people rank and fW
Apacho railway now being constructtional
Committeeman
and Mrs. CharSocorro, Ni M.; June IS. Leo
themselves.'
Never before had t
ed from Holbrook south via Snow-flak- e
les A.
a few days ago was known such
enthusiasm as that which
to C'luff Cienega, a distance of enstein, junior member of liowenstein maid ofKpiess.
honor at the Kchaef
Brothers, merchants of this city, died
seventy-eigh- t
pervaded every meeting we addressed
miles, were in this vicinmilitary wedding in the patio garden in
ity Saturday inspecting the work of at 11:30 o'clock . Tuesday night at his of
every corner of the Unithe
bride's
Mrs. Marcus McL. ted practically
'sister,
61
here.
was
home
Lowensteln
construction of both the- raihvtiv line
Marshall. Lieutenant Moyle of Wash- fusedStates an enthuslosm which reIs
old
his
survived
wife
and,
by
and the saw mill in the mountains. lears
anything less than the prosecuFuneral services ington, D. C, was best man.
tion of the war until tho Germans
The party
Holbrook on their own and two daughters.
held
at
were
afternoon
have been beaten militarily, utterly
yesterday
train, riding out sixteen miles. This
Mend Tax Is Waived.
is the first time the party have been 4:30 under the direction of the MaThe whole of tho
Kl Paso, Texas, June 19. Effective and completely.
sonic
memwas
of
he
which
a
lodge,
able to go over any of their line.
tomorrow, Mexican railroad track and peopl0 from New York to San Franber.
coal mine laborers will be admitted at cisco are heart and soul with Great
Rails on the lino are being laid ut
The body was shipped to Albuquer- all ports without the payment, of head Britain and the allies, and It Is amazfrom
to one mile per day.
tonight,-whertax. The literary test is also waived ing to see the enormous amount
services
burial
and
que
ol
In these special cases. This was anwill take place tomorrow.
industrial energy they are exerting to
HOLBROOK OIL FIELD
nounced at the border headquarters of
ienuer wnatcver assistance we, the
tho United States Immigration serATTRACTS OIL AGENTS GRAND CANYON BRANCH
French, or tho Belgians may ask of
These immigration
vice, here today.
restrictions are removed for the period them.
RED
PLANS
CROSS
FOURTH
ICY MORNINa JOURNAL
of the war. Farm laborers from MexSwamp lo Shipyard.
RPtCIL LIAIIO WIRRI
ico are now admitted under this plan.
They are not satisfied merely with
Snowflake, Ariz., June 19.
TO
MORNINO
.'SPECIAL
CORRCSPONDKNCI
JOURNAL
industrial efforts, for quite clearl
I. Mclklejnhn of NeOrand Canyon, Ariz., June 10.
Kills II..H :ivotvctl Wife,
braska, in companv with (f. C.
they realize that this Is a war 10,1)0
19.
of Needles, Calif., If. If. Kurt, Tho (irand Canyon branch of the WilWilliam
..Laramie. Wyo., June
won only by groat armies. Accordingof Jerome, Ariz., D. V. Snowgoose and liams chapter of the American Red Greaser shot and killed his divorced ly,
they have set themselves the task
A. I fienchcr-oHolbrook, Ariz., were Cross plan to give a carnival July wife and then committed suicide here of raising tho
th
4, consisting of games, bronco busting,
in Snowflake early in the week lookarmy
hail
been sepa- world has ever greatest
this af.crnoon. They
seed, and from what
roping and a baby show in the after- rated several
ing over oil claims of the Dry
Mrs.
Greaser I myself saw there and
years ago.
vicinity. They are enthusiastic ns to noon, followed by a barbecue supper had been divorced
everywhere,
before they were they will not be very slow in
oil prospects In the district
now and big open ulr danre In the
achieving
married.
known as the "Holbrook field."
their aim. Make no mistake they d(v
not underestimate their Inh
VnrV
fully they realize its difficulty, and
readily they will admit that, at first;
sight It may appear impossible. Dur- lug tho last three months, however,
I have come to learn that to an Amer-- J
lean the apparent Impossibility of a
task is merely an added incentive to '
hasten its achievement.
Tell an
American a thing is impossible and '
no promptly proceeds to
get down to
business, The one thing ho does dislike is an easy Job.
A good idt:,4 of the Industrial hustle
these wonderful people are making I
gained when I was shown over a shipbuilding yard, which
less than siK
months before had been a useless
il
swump. Here I saw 6,000 men
at building wooden ships, seven
1
VUA
or winch were on the stocks and1
par i
three others in the water. In those
few months these magicians of or-- 1
If
conization
bad converted a swamp
v
x
into one of the world's finest, ship,
yards, and had stocked It with machinery and supplies sufficient to enX
sure a world's record monthly output
X. X
X
X
of large wooden vessels, all of which
arc thoroughly well built and exceed
ingly strong. In and about the yards
they have collected timber enough, it
.x js:v.vwn
A'.'w
tcjr
seemed to me, to build Bhlps for the
whole world.
Ready for Sacrifirc.
This Industrial energy Is remark'
able, Individually as well as collective- -'
ly. Not a single American worker, did
I meet who did not express an
11
111
ardenj.
desire to offer personal sacrifice on
behalf of the allies. "You over there1
Uncle Sam pushed the clock ahead one hour to
navo done so much; I want to do Just
as much as there Is In me, and a littlo
give more light.
more," was the usual
expression.
Take advantage of it. You owe it to yourself and
They are following the present great
battle with the closest possible Interyour country to make every minute count. Use
est, and their admiration for the
your car passenger or commercial to the limit. ,
fighting quality of our army Is
Samuel P. Colt, president of the United States Rubber
Everyone constantly spoke,
not only of the sacrifice, but of the
Company, helped awaken the country to the economic value of the automobile last fall. He said
pluck and valour of the British army,
and they spoke, too, In sympathy vith
"Everything on wheels must be used and mobilized.
the spirit of the civilians behind the
army,
Accordingly, they gladly
"The automobile is second to the railroads as an
which will
any
and
adjunct
supplementary to them in collecting and
lighten the loads on the backs of their
allies. Not once did I hear a singlri
distributing merchandise.
grumble regarding their meatless,
Owners should use their cars, both passeneer and
whcatlcss and heatless days, which
commercial, more and more."
have been imposed upon them despite
the fact that America herself could
Make the most of your car by using the tires that
never foar starvation,
will extend its usefulness to the utmost
Of the men's leaders, I would sav
that it has been one of tho greatest
Use good tires United States Tires.
pleasures of my life to meet Mr. 8am- uol Gompcrs and the councillors ol
They lastiongest and carry you farthest at least cost.
the American Federation of Labor. It
There is a United States Tire for every car or truck-- to
waa a breath of new life to meet them.
Live and able men that they are, they
service and greatest
guarantee
waste not a single thought on peace
economy. Our nearest Sales and Service Depot dealer
a Dolioy which, sin
by negotiation
Will tell you which ones will serve you best.
(any event, would receive but little
in
American ears.
favor
(By the International News Bureau.
Inc., Boston, Mass.)
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CASH ONLY

NO DELIVERIES
NO APPROVALS

NO REFUNDS
NO EXCHANGES

JUST VALUES
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Three New Lines of White Canvas Shoes

L-ik-

'

WAV, X

d

.sn"

:

fcmw:oir

Speed
Speed!

-

PUMPS AND OXFORDS, All Sizes and Lasts

Values
Big
Special
Values
White
'Values
Regular
AH

in White

$3.25

Pumps and Shoes, on
Sale
l.tVO
All Regular $3.50 and $4.00 Values in Pumps, Oxfords and Shoes
on Sale
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
(J"J
D

$2.59
$2.95

i

L.4

ON SALE A VERY SELECT LINE OF

White Canvas Rubber Sole Baby Dolls
FOR WOMEN,

CHILDREN,' Specially

GIRLS-AN-

Also Choice Values

and
jJ g(J

(JQ

at 95c, $1.09 and $1.25, All Sizes to Be Had.

Extra Special in Low Shoes
ALL PUMPS AND OXFORDS That Have Dccn on Sale for $2.59
$4.00 to $6.00 Values ON SALE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

,,.

Your Choice

and $2.95
--

Reg-ula- r

Qr
pJ.c0
J

Here's the Biggest and Best
VALUE EVER OFFERED IN SHOES

'

uninterrupted

in

All Regular $2.50
Pumps and Oxfords, on
Sale

White Shoes That Have Been on Special Sale at $3.95 and $4.95 Regular Values
to $8.00, but AH More or Less Soiled and Mussed.
(10 ACT
'
Will Be Sold at
AH

$6,UO

Ladies' Select Shoes

at

$3-9- 5

ALL SPECIAL VALUES
Supreme Bargains All Kid Black Boots,
Heel, Button and Lace;
Champagne Button Boots and White Poplin Sport Boots, New Buck Thimmcd; Well
Worth the Old Price, $8.50, and $9.00
CPOAC
Kid-cover-

$0.yU

Choice

fi

United States Tires
are Good Tires

DISTRIBUTORS

OF UNITED STATES TIRES:

QUICEEL AUTO & SUPPLY COMPANY
'

i

Albuquerque,

N. M.

SIMON NEUSTADT, LOS LUNAS, N, M,

,

Federal Operation of Orient.
Washington, June 19. A contract
providing for gevernment operation of
the Kansas City, Mexico and Orient
railroad, now in receivership has been
agreed upon by representatives of the
railroad administration and the road.
If It is approved by Director General
McAdoo it will be submitted to the
court.
Pon't neglect the "Two-BitJoin lodjtjr.

Cross Club,

"

Bed

GOLDEN RULE
DRY GOODS CO.
(6

We, Do What We Advertise 99

-

U
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Eutrn RepresentatlT
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
2nd Street, New York.
matter at th
Entered aa aecond-oias- a
postofftcs of Albuquerque, N. M., under Act
of Congress of March L 187.
circulation tbaa. any other paper
In New Mexico. The only paper In New
Mexico Issued every day In the year.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. too
7.6t
Yearly. In advance
NOTICB TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subscribers to the Journal when writing
to have their paper chanced to a new ad-a- re
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paper In New Mexico." The American
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The Associated Presa la exclusively
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Jf the United Stales is compelled to
invest a hundred billion dollars in
winning the war, future, results will

justify

it.

(especially the raw materials of three- quarters of the world; and since he
seems sceptical as to the efticiaoy of
a dictated peace, even if such a peace
were attainable in the west, he suggests that the allies should be reduced
to a frame of mind in which they
would bo willing to join u. "league
of nations for the universal supply of
a humanity destitute of raw materials."
After paying tribute to the blockade principle as one of the sharpest
of weapons, Herr Dernburg recalls
the utterances of allied and American statesmen dealing with its eventual application after the war, and
i
says;
"Our reply can oly be this: The
central powers are fighting for their
integrity and for capacity to develop;
and, as they are industrial peoples,
unhindered supply at all times or
everything that we generally comprehend in the term "Freedom of tho
Seas" is indispensable to this end. A
peace that docs not make effective
provision for this freedom is no peace
that the Central powers can conclude,
nor will such a peace be concluded by
them,, unless the entente should be
able to administer to us the "knockout blow."
Herr Dernburg reaches his main
theme, an economic league of nations,
The Central
by the following stages
powers have not dropped tho idea of
a league of mitions and of international arbitration. "Tho reply to the Papal note stUl binds our governments
today." The necessity for such arrangements exists and "If tho freedom
of the seas is laid down in treaties of
peace, which must embrace somo 110
sovereign states, this principle must
also be guaranteed."
Herr Dernburg rejects the German
assumption that "the whole of this
world is pleased at the prospect of being able to resume business intercourse with the Central powers." He
recognizes the growing hatred by the
rest of the world for everything German.
His proposal that the allied countries by compulsion be made to trade
with' Germany is a hint of what the
world may expect with the kaiser's
armies vjctorious.

Germany has us slated for a much
heavier contribution by way of indemnities, in caso of a victory over
the allies, but even bringing the conflict to our doors or shores, via the
Under sea boat does not cause the average citizen loss of sleep. He is not
doding tlje German tax collector yet,
even in his dreams.
An army of 5,000,000 men, with the
forces attendant, an
Increased navy and a restored mercantile marine will put 7,000.000 of
To protect her son from the perils
our best blood, brawn and brains in of pretty and a too hasty marrying,
training. Each year men reaching a New York mother proposes to buy
twenty-on- e
will approximate a million, a
a
ranch in New Mexico.
who are to be taught how to become
that mother does not know
Probably
men, first, and soldiers if necessary. that our state has Its beauties as the
The boy scout army will Boon bo over footlights have--an- d
rarer, too!
the, million mark. The "work or
habitual
will
make
fight" propaganda
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FREE TO

Pile Sufferers
lon'

lie Cut 1 nlll You Try This Kew
Home Cure That Anyone Can I ae Without lliomforl or
of Time. Simply
( hew mi a I'leiiuant TaMlns; Tablet
and It ill Yourself I'erinanently
of Piles.

In

Let Me Prove This Free

My internal method for the treatment and
permanent cure of piles is the correct one.
ThnuKaiids
upun thousands of cured caacs
testify to this, and I want you to try this
at
method
my
expense.
'
No matter whether your case Is of loni?
gtandinK or recent development whether It
whether It Is occasional
Ir chrpnlc or acute
or permanent you should send for this frea
treatment.
trial
Ive no matter
No matter where you
If you are
what your aire or occupation
troubled with piles, my method will relieve
you promptly.
I especially want to send It to those apparently hopeless cases where all forma of
ointments, salves, and other local applications have failed.
I wnt you to realize Hint my method of
treating piles Is the one infallible treatment.
This liberal offer of free treatment Is too
Important for you to neftlect a single day.
Write now. Send no money, simply mail
the coupon but do this now TODAY.

Free Pile Remedy

E. R. Page,

rage, pidR., Marshall, Mich.
Please semr free trial of your Method
to:
77

honor, before every moral
become Blurred
Distinctions
tion.
litter by tho
comes first 'fallowed
and finally fade from the mind. Men
who in their private or personal ca- Montmorency.- Of tho'sweet cherries,
tho Yellow Spanish and Black Tarpacity would not think of countetarian are mostlabundant.
nancing such deeds would permit,
even command, any brutality, any
Other fruit will also be plentiful,
moment
wickedness, any atrocity, the
the
apricot crop being better than
It
that
themselves
they could say to
this had been anticipated nnd the plum
wus being done for the state,
especially
mvthical conception the deed becomos and prune
a "high and holy thing. The uniform well. Peaches, pears and apples will
the
also be plentiful, while the small
comes to possess a magic quality;
moment it is on his back the wearer fruit including, red and white curman.
a
than
other
becomes something
rants and gooseberries will beat the
And when anything that a man, proof any former year.
vided he wears a uniform, desires to production
do, can be justified and approved in
Orgunize Homo Guard.
conscience merely by saying that it is
Santa Fe, June 19. Tho organizafor the benefit of the state, there is no tion of eight
of home
companies
end to the possibilities ot mischief.
men each beguards of twenty-eigtween the ages of 31 and 60 years is
In Las Vegas the organEDDY COUNTY IS FIRST
progressing.
ization is under way and in Santa Fo
IN DRAFT RESPONSES the company will be organized shortly
James Baca.
by Adjutant General
The guard is to be available for
TO MOSNINO JOUNtl
(6PSCIAL COSSSSPONOSNCS
riots, protecting property and
Santa Fe, Juno 19. Eddy county quelling
such other peace service as may bo
holds the banner for the promptness
of it within the State. It
rerequired
of its men in volunteering and in vo- cannot be federalized
and will be
its
draff.
first
At
the
to
supplied with uniforms and equipsponding
county
tho
so
tbat
the
state
many
were
ment
of defense.
by
coincll
lunteers
was assigned no quotas in the draft.
When finally &0 per cent of its first
class registrants were called, 48 per
TIRED
LIFE
cent were sent, only 2 por cent being
seccame
county
Chaves
exempted.
Constant Backache
ond in percentage and then' Bernalillo
county with 38 per cent.
Rheumatism
The district board for southern Now
and
cases
14,000
examined
Mexico has
Am a rule,
Foley Kidney Pills fixed up Texas brakeman
is now up with its work.
ranch foremen were exempted, ' but so he's (rood aa ever.
Almost down and out with kidney
when instances occurred where ranch trouble.
Rheumatism so bad he couM
owners asked for the exemption of scarcely get
up when he sat down.
four or more ranch foremen on one Back ached all the time.
No
sent.
wonder Mr. F. A. Wooley. brake-ma- n
ranch, all were
on the road from Dallas to Jackson, Texas, "was tired of living."
X"I saw Foloy
FRUIT CROP IN STATE
Kidney Pills advertised," he said. "I took some and after
a
was
I
time
short
thoroughly cured
PROMISES BIG YIELD and am having- no more
trouble.
Yonr kidney ills will
and with them the backache disappear.
ISPCCtAL CORRBSPONDENCS TO MORNlNd JOURNAL
and rheuby the use of Foley's Kidney
Santa Fe, June IS. Cherry picking matism,
Once your kidneys become,
Pills.
has begun in Santa Fe. Early
strong and active, aches and palna
however, will not be ripe until will disappear like magio.
There's nothing to equal the genunext week. Tho cherry crop this year
ine. Will help any case of kidney or bladder
will break all records, both sour and tronolo
not boyond the reach of
sweet cherries being abundant. Of the Contain do harmful drugs. Try medicines.
them.
SOLD 1JV ALL DRUGGISTS.
sour cherries, the Early Richmond
ht

Belgium Under German Occupation
s

.

Field Marshal Baron von der Goltz,
the old pacha, came to Belgium announcing the doctrine, amuzing in our
western eyes, that "the punishment
for hostile acts falls not only on tho
guilty, but on the innocent as well."
The doctrine, of course, is implicit
in the German theory of the state
The state is conceived as something
with an independent, ideul, unrelated
existence, wholly dissociated from tho
individuals that compose it; an entity
between the
suspended somewhere
heaven and the earth, like the coftin
of Mohamet. It does not exist for the
benefit' of the individual, but, so far
as ho is of any account in it at all, he
exists for it. Hegel, it seems, was the
original inventor of the theory, and
students of German metaphysics can
trace it all back to Kant's categorical
imperative of duty, and to Goethe's
doctrines
principle of
distorted into something quite otherwise than that which their originators intended. The citizen must sink
his Individuality In tho state;
with his notion that tho state is
a
entity, based on force,
and that, therefore the army is the
highest manifestation of the state and
war its chief business, "a radical mcd-cin- e
for the ills of the state," which
"the living God will take good care.
shall not cease," Clausewitz,
to be
preaching the duty of every man cornin the army and Nietzsche,
aS
soft
tenets
Christian
tho
ing
and effeminate, incmtcatlng the dog- Trct-achk-

half-divi-

e,

ma of moral Irresponsibility. Goethe's
becomes a kind of sublimated selfishness, and into all this
muddle Darwin's theory of the struggle for life and the survival of the fittest in mixed, until Bernhardi, getting
down to business, teaches that might
makes right and that nothing succeeds like success. Thus 4s evolved
a nation of super-meall doing the
e,

n,

goose-ste-

p.

Forty Yearn of Propnnttion.
For forty years these doctrines
dinned into tho German ear;
novelists,
soldiers,
pamphleteers,
statesmen, scientists, professors, theologians and pastors all preached them.
The army becumo the avatar of the
state. livery man is in the army, aiii
there is but one law, one duty, one"
principal obey! The private obuys
the corporal, the corporal obeys the
sergeant, the sergeant obeys the lieutenant, the lieutenant the captain, and
were

so on up the scaffolding of the mounting grades, until all power, all authority, all privilege is vested finally in
the generals, tho field marshals and
the general staff. Pastors exist only
to assure them of the approval of tho
Teutonic god; professors to write
learned justifications of their crimes
and scientists to invent new and more
For
terrible methods of destruction.

forty-fou- r
years the writers and
thinkers of Germany had been at
work upon this theory forty-fou- r
years of what laborious study, of what
prodigious toil! There is something
almost pathetic in the spectacle. One
ray of humor visiting those patient,
have
docile, heavy minds would
wanted to bring it out any way I spared them all their trouble--a- nd
could.
made the empire lmpossioie.
tony
Impetuously his fingers brushed four years, and whole libraries of
as
as
a
caress
a
first
in
a
define
to
tomes
her,
fugitive
theory
ponderous
kiss.
that Louis XIV, without hypocrisy
'it's just my darn luck to have it and with no illustions, with French
happen here,' he said."
clearness, French logic, French cynicism and French wit. put into a word
STRATEGY.
"L'Etat, e'est moi!" (I am the
state.
)
(Judge.)
But the trouble with theories is
Teacher Why, Tommy, you've grit
undertake to realize
everything on this map in the wrong that when they
themselves, to body themselves forth,
place.
Tommy I did this to fool the en they have nothing to do it with except men. 1 am sure that those old
- men
emy.
of the landstrum in tho littls
round caps and the boots, and the rifles with the long shining bayonets,
and with buckles with "Gott mlt Uns"
on
their bellies, whom we used to sen
Runs Coyotes
standing in ccstacics before the win--mj
dows ot the delicatessen
shops

Artesia, N. M., Juno 18. That portion of tho Pecos valley within a radius of ten miles of Artesia is long
on coyotes. They are not only numerous but of a species hold. Whole
broods of chickens and many choice
Iambs have been devoured.
This is
not only annoying to the farmers but
a violation of the wishes of Mr. Hoover, who doesn't want a lamb or a
chick wasted. Some farmers have of
fered a reward of $10 for this pelt of
every coyote captured, or other satisfactory evidence of his execution.
But a coyote Is not an easy thing to
capture, either with gun trap or an
ordinary dog. He has thecunning of
the fox, the caution of the wolf, and
some of them are too fleet for even a
greyhound. When an elongated athletic
speed
specimen gets under
he is like a canoe manned by an Indian on the St. Lawrence river: the
same spectator can't say ".here it
comes there it goes" while it Is In
sight. Moreover, the coyote is a vio- Ious scrapper, and often turns and
whips a greyhound after he Is overtaken. He is a natural Joker and
camouflager, and has been said to be
the comedian, or clown, of the animal
kingdom.
But there is a David for every
and this fact is beginning to
dawn upon the coyote colony in this
Mr. W. S. McKee recently
vicinity.
came here from Coyotevillc, or some
d
place, in Ok!ahoma.
He brought with him pdodle dogs,
coach dogs, bird dogs, greyhounds and
mammoth Irish stag hounds In fact
d
his whole
managerle. One
of the stag hounds, a big yellow male,
pounds, yet is as
weighs ninety-on- e
limber and flexible as the voice of a
He clears a
grand opera soprano.
fence without
tightenlnr a
muscle, and comes down so gently on
the other side that he would hardly
crush an egg if he landed In a hen's
host. The owner of these dogs has no
children, and the dogs are maintained
in luxury, and enjoy every advantage.
People wondered how' a man could
want so many dogs, and some asked
powers.
CANTIGNY.
had been
YAXKING
He points out that Germany's peace
by whose authority the place
made a cantonment for a dog regiment.
(New York Evening Sun.)
in the east cannot compensate her for
Catlgny was dankey away from the But Mr .McKee, wVio Is a brawny
and
the loss p the dumping-ground- s
.
Scotchman., and fit the gengra.1 hunter
;.
Germans,
coyote-Infeste-

v:.i.V.r

atm.irn hot uvmeS.

With Automobile; Captures Many

high-pow-

--

An employe of Navy Department upon arising: Shux, I
might aa well left em on. Th' only difference is th' collar.

i

Villcrs-Cotteret-

'

l',ySSfGKDvB- -'

i

DUMA'S
BIRTH PLACE.
(Bulletin of the National Geographical Society.)
Delightfully situated, with the Fora
est of
circling it to
the south and east, the town of
with a population of
is seventeen miles
five thousand,
southwest of Soissons by rail and
of
twenty-thremiles southeast
'

'

;ti,,.v.o.,i.",

"

stantly."
Thus the peculiar conception of
before
"duty" came before conscience,
considera-

CHANGE"
"SHORT
ARTIST.
(New York Tribune.)
"I see by the papers " says Uncle
Abimelech Boguidus of PreakneHs, N.
to
the socialists have agreed
J., "that V'nn
H nilpihn rff- nilAnrl 1 mil
lot tViiQ
lion men to win the war. Looks now
as if the kaiser was going to snort
change them fellers."
YIIXEnS-COTTERET-

"Nien! Nlen! Dis ist noch Deutsche!"
At any rate, along the route de la
Trois Chiniinees the peasants were
assembled under guard by the soldiers
and pointed out to the oncoming columns as specimens of tho Belgian
franc-tireuthat had forced on their
comrades.
The result was that when the German soldiers entered Belgium they
were in such a .highly excited state,
in a condition of such fear, that they
saw .a franc-tidei,n every peasant,
in every peaceful civilian. The lightest sound, the crackling of a twig, the
cry
slamming of a door, brought the
"Man hat geschossen!" and the stampede and carnage began. Even officersA
were not free from the obession.
in
general, quartered in a palacewas
Brussels in the autumn of 1914,
awakened by an unusual sound a
there
steady, persistent
in the silent watches of the night';. He
arose, summoned the guard, told them
that there was an infernal machine at
work, ordered them to ransack the
house from attlo tr collar, where i
last they iounu a ueicctlve. water-mete- r.
'
To the general, of course and no
doubt, to aJl those with loftier seats
in the hierarchy the doctrines meant
something. War had become a sacred
thing, and a German's first duty of all
was to the state. An official at Brussels one day, while he was smoking a
cigar with relish that seemed entirely
human, said with an air of great merit
and, no doubt, with entire sincerity:
"If that sentinel out there should
tell me to throw away this cigar I
should do so, unhesitatingly and "inrs

P"ev

AS

The town is noted in the history of
French literature as the birthplace of
the elder Alexandre Dumas. Another
great literary light, Kacine, the draborn a few miles from
matist, was Feite-Miloon the other
them at La
nasix
federalized
of
The detailing
side of the forest of
eie-htho
miles
a
to
and
halt
tional guard cavalry regiments
by rail). A
in
n
border, wiiile not of statue of Dumas was erected there
18S5.
when
compared
great importance
A nhilosouher might write a volume
with other events, is an additional re- on the fallen grandeur of Vlllers-Cot- oaiing
minder to the United States that torets's once regal ciiaieau, and
reback many hundreds of years
President Carranza is still doing what built
the first halt of tho Sixtoenth
in
he can to haunter the United States. century by Francis I. Today it is a
It is not likely he seriously believes poor house!
It was in the reign or rrancia i nun.
he can be a real hlndcrance to our
ordinance of
war plans, contenting himself appar- the famous
was promulgated, through the
as
the
efforts of Guillaume Poyet, a French
ently with sucH petty actionsj
break with Cuba, which could be In- magistrate, who rose to power through
favor of Louise ot rsavoy, moimu-oterpreted only as a slap at the United the Francis.
This ordinance greatly
States.
shortened legal procedure in France,
of
He has been on the German side al", ordered tho keeping of registers tho
and
enjoined
and
birth,
baptlsims
Unitmade
the
faces
at
along; he has
language
exclusive use of the Frt-nced States and denounced England. He in all legal actions.
has manufactured "crisis" talk in orWHY HE COULDN'T KISS HER
der that we will not withdraw our
In a fiction story in the July Amertroops from patroling the internation- ican
scone takes place:
Magazine,-thiHo calculates that his
al boumlry.
" 'Lois,' he Bald, 'you were right.
demonstrations will at least have to be As a business man I've been a Chinawatched, although he is Bafe in the man with not a Chinaman's chance.
I've got a new job. And I'm going
knowledge that the United States will to
be awfully unpopular with everymuke no move toward intervention.
body except William O. Dwight and
United
States
' perhaps you. Oh, Lois, it's only '
If he can make the
maintain a considerable number of two" thousand a year to start,if but
'I'd have married you
you'd
troops along the border, It will be to only had a thousand
the advantage to his German friends. Teddy,' she confessed, her voice very
low and very sweet. 'But I felt you
That is all he wants.
had it in you to make good, and I
It would be interesting to know why
Mrs. Adolphus Busch prefers America to Germany us a place to dwell.
She might, it she would, give the peo
ple of this country much cnlightmcnl
concerning actual conditions in her

habitual shirkers.
National efficiency,
capacity and
energy will be more than doubled.
If the war shall last two more
years, or tho reconstruction period
keep our forces actively employed for
that period we shall have recovered
from the laxness bred by two generations of a too prosperous people.
Several millions of those who are to
father the coming generation will
Tiave first hand knowledge of many
thouspeoples. Prejudices born of a
and wrong notions concerning the
real character of the French, British,
Italian and a dozen other nationalities
with whose sons they will fight
shoulder to shoulder, will
The viewpoint in life will be altered
for every man who wears tho khaki.
He will become disillusioned as to
German kultur and learn that conquest, (world domination for selfish
ends) is all that actuates tho rulers
of the Teuton legions. They alone are
fighting for self, while the' allies are
fighting for right and equal justice
a world democracy.
A soldier cannot remain
ho becomes considerate for others in spite of himself; on the battle
line he sees men as good as himself
or better. The army Is a regular
suicide, club for conceit and egoism.
The man who comes back unscathed
will never cease to wonder at the miracle, when he remembers the carnage and slaughter from which ho
emerged. His life will mean infinitely
more to him,
Vaterland,
Tho developing force of the Bort of
THE K1CTA I h M KUCHA NTS.
training our men and officers are undergoing cannot now be estimated.
Tho meeting of the Albuquerque
Life for these millions of evolved men
Tueswill necessarily be more serious, their Retail Merchants' association
awakthe
is
of
significant
day
night
activities more intensive.
of the
The earning and saving capacity of ening of the business interests
of a bettor
the
reflects
and
spirit
not
city
if
will
be
nation
doubled,
the
which Is growing noticequadrupled. It took France less than Albuquerque week
by week.
a docado to recoup tho losses of ma- ablyThestronger
absence of opposition to proterial wealth after the war of 1870-- 1
was patrivularly apand a matter of two decades should gressive moves
who lives here
and
everyone
see America more powerful, wealthy parent
see that this organizaand progressive on right lines than will be glad to
number of others in
was possible had we not entered the tion, along with a at
is aiming
improved conthe
city,
war.
ditions.
This will Indeed be the United
n
States of America and not an
A number of Americans are refusof states in competition with
to eat saucr kraut because it is a
ing
each other, squabbling over the pork
dish. But why make war on
German
barrel of legiBlatio.n
American
cabbages, soaked in Amerof
sea
We shall emergo from this
as a food for Americans?
salt
ican
horror and strife a cleaner, stronger
cheese that's something
more worthy people and the men who Llmburgcr
yet.
else
again
huof
cause
the
gave their lives for
sumanity will not have made the
War savings stamps bought now
In
vain.
sacrifice
preme
will
keep the German wolf from the
A world reorganiied on peaceful
.
in 1923.
door
cease
never
and beneficent lines will
Amerito
the
its
gratitude
chanting
No one will call the father vain
can nation that turned the tide of
Is in
who says proudly: "My son
feat to victory.
France."
HERH PERXBCRG AG.YIV.
Oldfield has started writing
tjam
A sign he la near-ln- g
Gernewspapers.
the
the
for
Bernhard
Herr
Dernburg,
someend.
his
man exoolonial secretary and
times notorious propagandist In New
THE REAIi TEST.
York,, seeks in' a long article In the
(Answers, London.)
discover
to
Frcie
Ncue
lresse
Vienna
"That man is so honest he wouldn't
or
steal a pin," said the admiring friend.
ways and means of circumventing,
"I never thought much, of the pin
altogether averting, the threatened
answered Miss Pepperton. "Try
ot"with
economic boycott against the Central him
an umbrella!"
workers

T"

OF THE KAISER.
(Prof. W. H. Schoficld in Curtoons
Magazines.)
Not very long after we arrived in
Germany in 1912 we found that .every"
attention was to be paid us. Only a
day or two elapsed before the intend-an- t
of the Royal Opera House arrived
at our apartment with a message fr.om
the emperor, offering us a box at the
operi whenever we desired to goOno
incident after another indicated the
attention that was to be paid to us.
Not long after that we had the opportunity of being invited to luncheon
with the kaiser. Mrs. Schoficld and
I went.
After luncheon ho took me. wih
the other gentlemen, into his own
study to smoke. He said a few words
to the count, who was there, and then
.turned htm over to an official of the
household to be entertained. 1 evidently was the person who was to be
ised this time. 1 never had a more
interesting experience. The emperor
was evidently in a mood for indiscretions, and certainly he committed as
many as a man could desire. He
talked about theology and literature,
and various other incidental things,
but he seemed especially interested
that 1 should know his opinions about
peace and war. He spoke of conscription. He said to me: "Your country
wil very soon come to conscription,"
and I thought ho was mad. I could
not conceive at that time of any circumstance that would bring this country to conscription, but he knew what
was coming. Ho drew a picture of a
land visited by a foreign force that
I had never heard surpassed. He had
before him clearly the scenes of desolation, nnd he pictured them with his
mind's eye, saying that with God's
help he would never allow his land to
have misery come to it. But, he said:
"Thoy shall have misery; they shall
have it if they ever dare to contradict
my will!"
"CLOSK-VP- "

KAISER

8.

"CUTTING THE GRIN INTO THE FIGHT"

WITH, SCISSORS'
AND PASTE
A

191

tho red sausages
where
Brussels,
Dutch
and the golden
glistoned
cheeses gleamed had never heard of
Nietzsche, or of Bernhardi, or of
Treitschke.
They were neither philosophers nor mystics, and were all unlit
aware that they were supermen,
their pockets they carried inflammu-bl- e
pastels, and the like, phrase books
giving alternato translations in Gorman ami French of such sentences
as:
"Hands up!"
"Carry out all the furniture."
"I am thirsty; bring me some beer,
gin, rum."
"You have to supply a barrel ot
wine and a keg of beer!"
"If you He to me I will have you
shot immediately." '
"Lead me to the wealthiest Inhabitants of this village."
"I have orders to requisition several barrels of wine."
"Show us the way to . If you lead
us astray you will be shot."

andspedles sporty, soon furnished the
answer. Ono fine morning, whllo pa
triotic citizens of the place woro out
before breakfast to drive the neighbor's chickens from their war gardens,
tho commander of the dog brigade
drove Into town with four dogs in Ms
car nnd the carcass of a coyote
stretched over the hood. This event
was Boon followed by a similar one,
and another, and still others.
Mr. McKee just loads two greyhounds and two staghounds into his
cap and goes out either at dawn or
early evening and starts up a coyote,
sometimes a pair. Then he turns out
the greyhounds, and keeping the staghounds in the car, joins In the race as
drive his car. A
fast as it Is safe-tperson in the car, while it Is running
at break-nec- k
speed across tho rou?h
fields is in the air so much of the time
that It is really an air ride. As soon
For forty years German writers had
as the greyhounds overtake the coybeen preaching the duty of waging
released
and
ote the staghounds are
war not only on armies, but on civil
sent over the top to finish the strug- populations as well, and the german
mind was saturated with the notion
gle.
According to Mr.' McKee the grey- that In France the civilian population
hounds can out-ru- n
the staghounds was composed of
Not
for a few miles, but the latter can only the military writers, but the Gerhold their own with them on a Ions man romanticists had filled their
stretch. On account of their greater books with the idea, Their popular
Bpeed for a short distance the grey- romances abound in tales of terrible
hounds are used for scouts, and the French
with their festaghounds for reserves.
rocious names, the eidolons of those
After the forrner overtake the coy- Tartorlns the Germans had heard of
ote they are winded, and even at their in France in 1870. Those tales were
match for a told everywhere In the Prussian Gerbest they are hardly
d
full grown coyote in a
many that grew up after the war of
"
combat. But when the powerful stag- 1870.
hounds reach the scene they are fresh
of the war. arriv
the
In
first
days
and strong, and they at once fasten ing in a village that was on the fron
their teeth in the coyote's throat and. tier, near Malmedy, partly In Belgium
wh'le maintaining a deathly strangle and partly in Germany, that the Gerhold, literally thresh the ground with man soldiers at once began burning
him.
houses, and that there were cries of
Mr. McKee, with a detachment from
and
his army, crosses
engages the enemy on his own ground
two or three times a week, ann on MOTHER GRAY'S' POWDERS ' r.
only one occasion has he failed to re
BENEFIT MANY CHILDREN
turn without at least one enemy corpso
Thousands of mothers hare found Mother
stretched over the hood of his car.
8weet Powders an eiceltent nmcdf for
He does this solely for the sport and Gray's
children complaining of headache, colds, fever,
have never received or tried to pro- iahness, stoDiach
troubles and bowel Irregularicure a reward. If he continues until ties from which children suffer. They areeasy
to
and
take
and excellent reunite are acpleasant
he rids the community of the thieving
by their nse. Vttd by nwtherifor 80
pests the farmers and stockmen will complished
Sold
by Druggists everywhere, ii ccuts.
years.
rise up and call falm blessed,
,

-

franc-tireur-

.

franc-tireur-

hand-to-han-

s,

s.
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With an
Electric Fan
in your Home .
you can be cool and
comfortable all summer long
Fewer people will "go away" this' summer than ever before.
will be in the big
"The
majority.
The home routine will have to go along-aboas usual and it will be a case of keeping cool in spite of the liot weather.
stay-at-home- s"

,

The Electric Fan
Is a home. essential You'll find it useful
in every room in the house.
NOTE If you are at all in doubt as to' the size of Fan
needed for a certain purpose, drop In, or call us on the
phone, and we'll tell you.

Albuquerque G as
"At Your Service
Phone 98.

Fifth and Central.
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WANTED

FOE SALE

Position.

For hounecieuniiitf
12 or 94S.
Phnn
1
lnMist-s- ,
vt pal r
U'l
WA N T K
fences,
i contract.
"Y,"
palming. SOc hour
Jotirnal.
WANTfJ I) Situation hy,
xperiem'ptl
with knoulfUxe at accounting.. H.,
care of Journal.
WANTED

10 RUFFLE
STOCK

CALM

MOKE I

FOR SALE

Trading Is Carried on in a
Very
Superficial Manner,
With
Prices Easing Off
Somewhat Toward the End,
-

BO-f-

lire-plac- e.

iuvJn. ttmr
L. E. Thomaa

-

FOR SALE.

l

.

NGBNIHO

4W

JOUSNSl ariCIAL ISAStD WlS

Ranches.

tnll, a bargain,, small
vh:il. ami alfalfa, inquire
or e;.
i:;s9-Phonirqntro,

wsi

New York. Juno 19. Trailing
In FTTR'BAi.KT biTneiit 'ATTftfC?Sl&
falfa ranch In h valley, muat M nut
.stocks today was oRain pxtremoly suat unca;
bariraln; three .cra r holo
perficial, the market showing no
bearing fruit trees; rest In alfalfa: two- changes from the previous room houae with aleeplng purchea: plenty of
Bessions, except that prices eased more out bulldlnga: thla rafe cfip will aiioinat
pay for the place. Pbun. t or call at IK
generally towards the end.
W
rrit.l
United States Steel, rails and shiprWANTEP
Pasidon by 8lin.iKraplipr. IxVok- pings, especially the latter, fell back
kecper. ynunx huly nf four years acllvc
in the last hour, the reversal being In experience.
Atldreaa X. care Journal.
marKed contrast to the strength of
Position by capable ymK n)n
fertilizers and leathers at extreme WAN'TRD
iVlvInx
kind of car. iir help
gams of one to three points. Pales, a frprne. any
Addrcsa E. V. oni- .Inurniil.
410,000 shares.
Lncai nanKs orrered
call monev
freely, the rate falling to 4 V2 after
OJSjLE-ouse- t
the
The placing of a FOR SALE Kourleen-roohouse, nmdern?
sum
two
bath
rooms, rangca, ahadea, garage,
of
funds
time
also
eased
large
the
market, Rhort time loans being mnde cloae In. Thixton ft Co,
on industrial collateral tit
ner cent. FOR SALE Nice home, mmlahed and
Horn! prices were mixed on light of- - good paying bnslnrea, 14,004, half caah
Terings, Lioerty issues varying. Total Runealovr, Journal office.
sales (nar value) were
150,000.
1'OH HALK
My residence In Unlvorslty
Old I'nited States bonds were unHelghta.
61eplng pnrchea. garage, etc
or
Trm- If neceaaary. Phone
changed on call.
For- SALE
Closing prices:
mmJern 1mHiaTiTw'
American Beet Sugar
67 V,
will consider car In tralo; monthly payments If df9ired. Phone 2LM4 or OfMrrnH n,
American Can
,
45
American Smelting & Refining. 76 Vi rnr Jonrnnl.
Arnerlcan Tel. .'&
99
AmerirPn Zinc
16
CHICAGO PnODlTK.
Anaconda Copper
04
Atchison
85
Chicago, Juno 18. Rutter Firm.
Baltimore & Ohio
K4i
Butte & Superior
24 V, Creamery,
Eggs Market
higher.
Receipts
California Petrolennv
20
25.B78
31
cases.
33 sc;
Canadian Pacific
146'4 ordinary firsts, 2SFirsts,
Vs (ff 31
; at mark,
Central Leather
67
cases included, 29V4ifi32e.
H6 V
Chesapeake & Ohio
Potatoes Market unsettled.
Old
43
Chicago., Mil. & St. Paul
receipts 28 cars; Wisconsin. Michigan
3S
, chino Conner
and
Minnesota
$1,506)1.65;-samesacked,
Colorado Fuel & Iron...
49
bulk, $1.25ai.40. New, receipts
Crucible Steel
64V4 40
cars, Louisiana and Texas Sacked
Cuba Cane Sugar
31 K
Triumphs, $2.60 2.H0; same, white,
F.rie
,K... 15
$2.25W2.50.
c.reat Northern Ore Ctfs.......
32V;
lower.
Alive,
Fowls,
Poultry
Oreat Northern pfd
Rfty,
springs, 30W34.
fil
Inspiration Copper
Tnt. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs. . . ... .02
LIVESTOCK "MAKRKTS.
Kcnnecott Cooper
, 32
Louisville & Nashville
115
Clitoaijo TJtock.
. 94
Mexican Petroleum . .
'. . 27 Vt
Chicago. June 19 Cattle Ttecelpts
Miami Cooper ....
11.000.
Rest'
cattle steady with yesMissouri Pacific
23
4
"Montana Tower
terday's close, others very slow, bid- dine generally
veal calves
lower,;
New York Central
steady.
86
Northern Pacific
Markdt
19,000.
Reeeints
Hogs
43
Pennsylvania
23 V mostly 10c under vesterdnv's average.
Kay Consolidated Copper
9H4 Pulk. S16.50ifi)lS.80; butchers, : $16.55
Reading ,
rWie.SO; nacklng. $15.85 Si 16.55 light,
Republic Iron & Steel
$16.8517 OH' rough, $ 5.50 iff 1 5.75 ;
Southern4 Railway
. ..
24
16.75.
pU
jflS.?"!
Texas Company
148
9.000.
Bidding
121
Union Pacific
Sheeny Receipts
genera iiviower than high time late
TT., s. Industrial
122
Alcohol.
TTnlted States Steel . . v.
..10314 yesterday.
78
t'tah Copper
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. June 19 Cattle
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.
SOU

,

A. FLEHOTEM

BUSINESS CHANCES.

Full SALK

TuiTur hini tiu'
Uian iiaTl
ttfi vnlue. IC taken ut uRce. Faltinrr health
t
over
nereHitutB fplllnff. Lat yeHr'n
4. Wlnalon. Ariz.
Hnx
Adtlrrn,
$1H.0(U.
FOH 111CNT
Uim of ttio dent duuble store
bulMlnKA and best located for m neral
merchamline in the city. Hee J. O. Kukln at
Waohliwton Apurtmuiita luu2 Wat tVmral.

PERSONAL.
able rates.

Phone Got.

RENl

FOR

Miscenaneour

tit,r;

TpRMSMJE-Autornobile-

'

"

1

-

venr-llngs-

Btates.
Corn sympathized with the advance
In oats, although no Injury to corn
was mentioned in the government advices.
Provisions rose with grain despite
weakness of hogs.
Closing prices:
. Corn
July, 1.45: Aug... 1.47.
. Oats July. 73 e: Aug., 89 He.
Pork July, $42.75; Sept.., $43.30.
Lard July. $25.15; Sept., $25.37.
Ribs July, $23,10; Sept.; $23.67.

"Market steady.
3,500.
$12.00(5517.25; cows and

Tteef steers.

heifers,

$8.00
$8.00

Full
I

SALI'--

8.

KorirToadstSTTMlomnn?

A

For.fiourlnir Tare electrically

FOR

FAIjE
equipped. Phone

FOR SALE Smith
new ; com t37a ; Boca for
15S3-.-

FOR SALB
two 101(1

pracllcal-l-

iii,

y

phono

Studebaker roadster,
Ntudebaker touring enra, one
Ford touring, one 1017 Maxwell G.paa-aenaeColeman-Blanflarage.

1916

One 1S17

FuR RENT Offloea In aulla or eltigle. Cull
upfltnlra. over Woolworth'a store.
FOR RENT - Dow liHlairs ofl lce room, fine
locntlon, next ti Poatofflcc. 111 South

Fourth.

RENT 2 front
office
connecting
rooma over Golden Rule Store, Inquire
Rmm 29
FOR

TYPEWRITERS.
TYHKWRITKU8 All mattes, overrrauletl and
repaired, Jtlbbnrui for vry rrtHchtnt?. At
buqurrque Typwriter Hxcliange, Phone $14
Rmith

122

ITniirrh

WANTED

Miscellaneous.

WANT
Artio.

WANTED To buy laying IICIIH. prefer IcK-Sout-- ll
liorna, muat be young, fall
IIWI) or phone216r.-- J
WANTED Ong dark wood twln.heii anil
good KirfngsT muet be cheap. Phone 1007

In

the

aftcrnoona-only-

Beautiful Spencer ewei-- t paa,
long atemined. fragrant, aaaorted colors
13 25: calves, $12.00(fl15.25.
7.ric
Ordi r In advance. Rio
hundred.
per
Hogs Receipts 600. Market steady, Orande
Induatrlnl Scboo:. Phone
bulk, U"l5
wenk. Top, $16.50;
closing
HBBTCA 8 11 P R 1 OK "P A I b"pX) R" J UNK
I
$l.25(fi) 16.40.
BT THE. SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO..
"
Market
114 WB8T LEAD. PHONE
ghep Receipts 3,800.
1. WB ALSO
steady. Lambs. S16.25ffil6.25: snrlng Bl'T OLD Atrros.
ewes,
$12.00ffj
lambs, $17.7518.50;
renovated. Kne'dal
HAVE your mattreaa
13.00.
summer rdtea. June mly, S3 up. Albu.
', .
1111
Bouth Second.
querque Mattresa Co.,
Four.) 1'hona 471.
(Additional Markets on
PIANO-TUNIn4 rejialrln.. All wor
J, II.
atr'ctly firat.clasa.
guaranteed
Edwarda, wlt'j Albuquerque Mualo Co., Ill
Weat Central. Phone, T78.
WANTED-Kecond-amen a and boya"
nd
clothea,iahoea and underwear. Alao tronka
and ault eaaea. 'Call 1. ' CMcaso) tMond-han- d
store. 17 Bouth Flrat.
mod- WANTED Ta, rent. two or three-rooem furnished apartment', with- - aleeplnf
one
block porch; moderate rprlce. Real of references;
nice
Will buy
house, fine location,
,T., care Journal.
not alck. A ld re
from. Central in Highlands, newly papered and painted in-si- de
WANTED MMWO bags. Pay from lo to la
'
. ,
and out. '
each, aw tona acrap Iron, Pay from I- to o
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. Louta
Co.. 406 Bouth First street. Phone tn.
Junk
itA fine rooming or boarding proposition will pay
WAN'tBiv Careful koduk finishing by mauseif.
.'.
Twice dally service.
v
ler photographer".
Rend
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
your finishing to a sellable, established firm.
Hanna & llanna. master., photographers.
(15)13.00:

stockers and feeders,

FOR

BALE

Poe

a

for

CHIROPODIST.
,

1

Phone 99Q.

115 South Second.

ami

Tows! .
--

A LITTLE DOWN AND MONTHLY
PAYMENTS EUYS IT.

NEW'iWAILOW

Phone 99!).

V

I

"I I
-- I

115 South Second.
J

t

:

WAHIEP-

North s,nnd.
inquire
FOU RENT
2
rooma. tit
Nprtll Second. Albuquerque Hotel.
KOH RENT Huoma oaj o. week. bathT
LOST.
ateam heat; no alck; over Golden Hula Store
un 'lliliU
S'OH HUNT Modern rurnianea
pui-w.Uis'l' A uUck Icallwr
roomeT nu
n
betw-ee'liCad anu Hasteldlne.
atreet.
alck; running water. Can
Welt Central.
to US Weat Haaeldlne.
FOR RENT Kurnlaned rooma w.tr
black
RKT01.KN--i- m
a
IOST BTHAyEU
and alngla rooma. 121
North
hore. about elKht hundred pounds. Re- Third.
turn lo Highland Meat Market and receive l'tR RENT Three rooma for
houseHunt
reward.
keeping or bcl rooma; no children. I'll, inn
?54fl. or call Joor, Wi-s- t
Cenlrul.
WANTED.
1MPEHIAI. ROOMS
ciron
Nice
rooms;
Mule.
ratea by day or week; over Woolworth'a,
Stti
West
Central,
a
v a.nTUU
feed RCock. Mattltctt
Man
Una
FORTfENT
Furnished
uZhl
looms
Dairy.
j
housekeeping:
located.
nicely
,,1'hone
hand.
a
farm
am.
A
Ap.
WANTEl
milker;
t'llll-.l- .
415 North Second.
ply Bezemek'a Dairy, 1903 North Fourth. FOR RENT
Reasonable, a large furnished
ik,
underatand
WANTED-Tg'htcomust
room suitable for one or two; some- one
paatry, experienced. Apply Mecca Cafe.
employed preferred; will nerve breakfast.
WANTED
Woman cook, fill; carpentera and 101 s Forrester, phono IMfl-W- .
Uborera. Employment Agency, J10 Bouth FOR RENT Two nUv rooms,
furnished:
Third. Phone 64.
light housekeeping or bedroom: hoard near
W'A'NTED
ExpHfierH-eboolikecper at Roy, by; good home cooking; reasonnhle. No sick,
ii. j . no children, r.ur. West Fruit. I'lume 1H44-W- .
inrm v
.n:.iira ...
...;N. Al. Applyor ill
VT
t
A
i.Hn
louiiurrque,
FOR RENT Nicely furnhmea outside room
WANTED Competent
by the week or month; also furnished room
ttcal knowledge of bookkeeping very essenfor light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, corner
tial. Salary Jloo. Bernalillo Mercantile ComFlrat and TIJeraa,
pany. Bernalillo, N. M.
rioutti.
tifJvTiRN Sent' needs m.ouu clerks at
Examlnutlons
everywhere FOR RENT Furnished loom; aepurato n- Washington.
Men
and
(113
7.
trnnee.
West
Coal,
Experience unnecessary.
July
FOR SALE Miscellaneous.
women tjenirlng government positions write FOR RENT Furnlahtd rooma. 414 Weat 111
O.
to J.
Leonard,
for free particulars
ver; no sick, no children.
FUR BADE iluggy. ail) Weat Cupper.
(former civil service examiner.) 1051 Kenols FOR RENT TWO furnished
rooma for FOR BALE A small a- -.
Hldg.. Washington.
cal. at 401 ft esl
housekeeping. 621 West silver.
Central.
WANTED--Mfli'hlnilo operate luthes.
POR RENT Nicely fumlsned room. No sick. FOR SALE A
In
construcilon
etc..
mills,
boring
planers,
light su.rey and single harFirst class hoard. 70S West Kllver.
and conof eectrlc
ness.
t)7 West (I,, Id.
rruahlna;
hoists,
furRE.VT
for
Industries
FOR
rooma.
clean
machinery
turnisnad
Large,
centrating
Foil SALE lresh bulicrnillk and butler,
Call evenings.
400 South Seventh.
nishing supplies to our hoys "over there."
l.
"'all phone lull
,
They are doing their part nobly and wr FOR KENT NleeTyfurniahc(l
bed
front
SALE
RloododKoM on"" bull ""dog feroil
must do our bit at home. 'Denver Engi.
1438-J6U
In.
Phone
r.xm; closa
Bouth
en
Second.
male,
Colo.
South
SUtll
&
Works,
Denver,
lllakc,
neering
Fifth.
FOR SALE Second hand ruTniturerTdUiapT
Phone Main 47:11.
rooms
FOR RUNT Two
furnished
for
Livingston, ils South Second.
v
Fcmnte.
housekeeping; also sleeping rooma. No alck FOR HALE Zenniu and
womlerlierry'plants,
417 West Silver.
ng mOy at (liltnsliHW's.
WANTED
35 cents a dozen. Phone 2107-K:WANTED Cm for general Jielp. 211 Boull FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room WANTED iLace
curtains wurthetl uuu
with large sleeping porch, suitable for two.
.,
High.
stretehed. ,1.c per jKilr. Phone 0fi.
6irt West Mold.
HA LIC St aint-wanted -- competent saleswoman. The. FOR RENT One room and sleeping
ti tink, K'mI u n'W,
Economist,
porch;
f. 00. full tiltfrni.i.hsi. 114 Nurth Hlxh.
furnished for housekeeping; modern conWWIAN For general housiork; no cook. veniences: 12 per
.SAI.K HnittlT
This, hUi If i Mid null I
bOi
6K1 West coal.
month.
Ing. Address Box 628, Arouquerqna.
!01 Bouth
(II, bridle and a purs. I'hutitj ;'.ao.
RENT Three furnished housekeeping
'
take FOR
k,
W A N T li D Housekeeper an
Etilih,
rooms,
porch, haln, gas. J17, R.
care of houae for two men. BR. .TournaJ, McOlughan. sleeping
1!10 West Hold, Phone (1(17.
FUH WALK I5u.nu biuyclt) ut half
WANTED Woman for general liouauwork; F OR it EN T N e a l , " cum modlu7iaruTnTshrit
T.il two months. Inquire Mr. Marati at
( all at
South Arno or
no laundry,
room, either sleeping or light housekeeping Woolworth'a.
.
n
HALE Kurnltui'o for
HJU
phone isoa.
limine.
m
well
lofor
children. Fine
people only;
table and do ChamrhlelictiH and nanlen, cunvcrilfiit tn h'p3
WANTED
cntlon. hath,
West Hold.
ijni lo wail
Reed.,.'IS.",
Mrs.
Art'lrowi
i
Phone
Journnl.
"'.".
work.
ber
HlgbhanOa.
South Arno.
K( U HA ill
Ktnir di.KHn
nut.
(tn utid
take FOR RENT ruTnTihTd rooms.
woman to
tU South
Kerr Jars; nlio 4 tlnz. .lurue Jelly k luriwf h
WANTED Competent
JOJ.
It
U
.7ft.
if
Walter.
Phone
fcuat
Coal.
vice,
i
of
Presbyterian
set
fir
building.
charge
'
Sanitarium.
''.'. FOR RENT Oood tooms, sleeping porches KUliSALB Howard
nrht pTunV"wtiTmiT
onrl bourn. 124 South Edith
f in IbIi, worth f40O; exutllent condition;
TELEORAPhV, Stenography. Bookkeeping.
u
caNh.
anu
AddreM
ran
$110
liix tf'ire ot Journnl.
ma,
uoaru, room
FOR RENT Large, rooniivlth
ShilpTn
VOH BALK
na.ro ilrumr"Lyon"4
Mackay Buslnesa ColleK, Lm Annele and
Boy
porch; Ideal for two. filB East Central.
Freano,
Hulv mailn, tuanOulln and can, chertp.
FOR ItKNT Room with aleeping porch and Will
ftHI
beaiillful oranpn and White
aim
hoard for woman. 112 North Walter Phone
FOR REWIr-tEirlHyiJb- --.
innhr antrora fnt. I'linpe 11
nr.4.
ROOr" PAINT
FOR RENT Rooms 'furniahed for hotise-keeplnRoofs under our oars will
furnished
largo sleeping porch. 110 South jOo per gallcn.
FOR RRNTMoilern five-rooto year. We can put on
from
year
Improve
Walnut.
house. Iili North Fourth,
a new roof thnt will last aa long aa the
house, two rooma FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping
porch building. The llansano Co. Phona UOt-FOR
with or without board. Phone 671. 11 2J DO Bouth Walnut.
1300
and sleeping porch. Nlca shade,
East Central.
'
North Second.
paint and root cement
FOR RENT Furnished front rem private ERIE carbun roof
Soiitli.
Use Ilevoe
atopa leaks; lasta five years.
close to good boarding house.
enlranc,
floor
ready
paint,
paint,
Valspar, Jap-a-lan house
FOR RENT - one furnfshe.l f.,ur.r
Ill South Waller.
water
cold
and
satisfied.
ba
kalaomlne,
214
West
nt
Seventh.
403 youth
Apply
RENT Sleeping porch and privilege ThoaF. Keleher, 4i)i W. Central. Phone J0.
unfurnrshed house ut FOR
fluid. Also foiir-rpoof using kitchen for lady; boarding houae
dlaoE7iie'rs'on"
I
KERiHENEraT7!.!?,
411 South Seventh.
H
close by. Call 1175.
new outfit at
Plows,
IllKlimiMafe.
11(111.00
will put In first-clas- s
condition. Will
Ccncrnl.
sell cheap, or consider proposition from re
modern FOR RENT
FOit RENT"-- - Dcalrabia
furnished
modern
Nicely
tlSS-J- ;
use
farmer
to,
basis,
furnished cottage. Phone
rooms for light housekeeping". Phone 1773. sponsible
will trade. J. W. t'ampbell, Mounlnlnulr,
fOR RENT Modern furnished
bungalow
r.e.
1
23
.
rno
fiouth
glass porches.
FOR RENT Apartments.
FOR RENT Furnished two.room cottage
Fort JtlONT vorolaheri modern apartment.
with aleeping. porch, 10?2 South Walter.
FOR BALB
S rooms and bath. 314 West
ftoal.
house, two glassed"
FbltRB.'T Four-rooONB
ch
Centrifugal pump' and
FOR RENT Throe-roofurnished apartIn porches. Water paid. 114.. P'hone 15J2-J- .
motor. With pressure control.
ments, modern, gas. Phone JM7-- J
D.V
rooms
Economist.
two
p!
"care
Furnished
RENT
FOR
cottage,
RENT Two and threa-rooapartand sleeping porch, H2, lao South gnuh. FOR
aftid aleeping : rooma.
ment
Highland
furnished 'voltage. Tlouaa.
FOR RENT Three-roo.
Inquire 617 South Mroaaway. Phone Jiat-JFOR SALE Livestock.
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping apart
Three-rooFOUBEN'f
brick; nlclfur-nlshcd- ;
ments. .Albuquerque Hotel. 216 l North!
HALE
Froth, Jersey. Tielfer. fiio7i
glass Sleeping porCh;;15; wuler second.
F-paid. 1000 South Edith.
FOR RENT Three 'or four room furnished FOU SALE-- A
China"
Ijuiiu-alrtfew good Poland
FOR RENT Well furnisher modern
apartment, modern; the TOO black South
wriMPk
w ntA
anws. hre.) nr rm.n
One
facing University campns. Phone 3kl, Klsth. Inquire Savoy hotel office,
Fa.
Phona
reasonable.
24lz.
frorse,
mornings. Keys at K,24 East Central,
RENT
FOR
modern
ORAN-iiUtTr.
ro.uapartment
Three-rooI)i7rTi'"
FoITTrlENT
nio
modern bungalow.
nearly new large steeping porch. ComPANY
Of Albutiueroue, N. M-- , LARtlEST
Completely furnished; two) porches; desir- pletely furnished. 1122 East Gold.
843
Phone
In
hoars
state.
of
breeders
bred
the
pure
able neighborhood, Call 116 South Cedar.
Ask for Mra. Wehklng.
SPECIAL BA RCl AIM PRICEH POit .It INK
house with
FOR RENT .vfisjurn nme-rooOne
h. Duroc Boar
tS.lo.O
THR WASHINGTON, 1003-101- 0
CenWeat
'
roomIdeal
location
for
1
:
aleeping porches,
. .
One 400 lb
tral.
The finest modern
.(. CO
apart- One
'.
ing an'd boarding houae. 301 South Kdlth, ment house In he atata. Forfamily
lb
lr,0
wall peopta
Phone 532.
S5.(10
lb
One
1!5
102
J.
Phone
furnlahed
only.'
Apartments
30.00
One 100 lb
FOR RENT Furnished tioituge. modern, or partly furniahad J. D. Bakln. Prop.
PURE I1RED WEANF.rJ PH43 at .... U.r.0
three rooms, glassed porches;'-.universit2 00
ear lines. Phone 381, mornings. IT, '.'l East
Native ee.rub Mexican pIks
FOR SALE Furniture,
1218 South Third. Phone 1ISS.
Central. '
flty office
2408-FBank
Kaneh 5 miles south. Phone
General.
FOR
two seamless ax. reference.
NATION AL.
minister rugs. 8.3x10-6- ;
fruit Jars; no
FOR RENT Eight room modern house, sick.
SALEWIII sacrifice twii goTiii aTT
areAll
class
first
goods
quality. - FOR
beat, gus and garage. Phona 13. .
.
around horses with good double set harPrice is reasonable. Call at 802 West Marness. Rancho I)e Atrlaco. near Dickenson's,
FOR RENT Modern tlve.room, 'furnished nnette.
or I
ttottth .Vntieth
bungalow. Apply Bebber Optical CO...CRlaens Hank Bldg.
FOR BALE
Frealr Jersey cow and heifer
PASTURAGE.
driving horses,
ealf; also three good
DRESSMAKING.
FOR RENT Pastur wit n "water In city weight about 1100 pounds. Louie Clarion, 71(1
Ave.
Kent
ta advance.
WAN TED Pluin and fashionable
dress
limits, (1.60 per month
Phona 217-making. 415 North Fifth.
MONEY TO LOAN.
WANTED
Position by first claaa dress- 8EVENT T acrea 51 paatura, 11 par bee,montn.
maker from Chicago; engagement by day.
uoinea tianou, I Juilea auun
town. Panes) 14H,
Address C.' U. Jomnal

Corns and callouses
(MIIROPtlhlS'i
moved without pain. Bunlona treated: Ingrown nails cured. IV L. Clriae, Overland
$
Weat Central, VUont Ui.
Hoi.l, o

-

!'

Emm

OH)

IU3

V

.1.

10

If

50,000 to r.0,000 acres; , well watered

land; suitable for cattle, or sheep.

issue

ir

llil

mm

"iM

Will consider buying stock. I mean
business and want action.'

WANTED Sick ludlt-- who need a nurne'N
care. Phone 1S63, Mr. Bernlce Miller, 1117
South 'Walter.
H1UH claaa boaid ana Bleeping purca Mlttr
room at rummer ra.ee, 3t. K Houtn, Arm.
Phone 1B18-VOH RENT Sleeping porch and furnlehed
room; table board. Mra. Abbett, 208 North
Walnut. Phone Mo.
FOR RENT .Hoard and room with Bleeping
for young women at reaaonnble rntea
potr-"
T. W. ". A. Phone DSI.
ROOMS with or without board.,
airy
rofima, good board. Hot and cold water.
$04 South Third. Phono 10i!i. ,
FOR Bit.NT Dealrabie rooma" with' aieepTng"
porch, trot and cold water, f,. at -- claaa tabla
board. Caaa do Oro, 13 'West Gold.
SHADY NOOK ranch offera excellent room
I and
board. Juat the place to get atrong.
FVr ratea phone J43HF-4- !
free tranapurtatlon
Accommodationa now available. Mra, H, B.
Tnmnaa.
... ...
t.
UllO III .1 L.I.-,.A..Un.. t.
hai moved to 02 South Arno atreet, where
take health aeekera
a),a la prepared to
Phone jsas. .

(TO

lncl"d'ng 800 southerns.
Prime fed steers,
Chicago. June 19. Hot weather Market lower.
dressed beef steers,
and drought impairing the promise of 17.25(fi)18.00;
1 7.00;
(Ji
$
3.50
western
steers, $14.00
a record breaking crop of oats had a Hi
17.75cows, $7.00 14.00; heifers,
In
forcing
conspicuous part today
nharply higher prices on grain. The 9.50fff 15.00; Blockers and feeders,
1 1.50;
$8.00
bulls,
close was strong with corn np'lftc $8.005 15.50;
to 2o net, at $1.45
to $1.46 July, calves, $8.50014.25.
15.000.
Market
Hoes Receipts
$1.47
August.
c to 8c and provisOat gained
higher. Hulk. $1 6.45(B) 16.70; heavy,
16.80: light,
$10.35 l 16. (10;
$16.05
ions 25c.
Oats took the leadership away from pigs, $lG.25O17.00.
8.000.
Market
eorn both as to volume of business and
Sheep Receipts
.'
ns to upturns in value. The principal fteady. Lambs, $16.00)19.00;
$12.00
$13.00iQ! 16.75; wethers,
bullish factor was the government
ifi)
1
3.S0.
15.00; ewes, $1 0.00
weekly report which showed actual
.damage had been done In Kansas,
Livestock.
Missouri and Montana,, and that rain
Tcnvcr
was needed In some of the central
Pcnve- -. June 1 8. Cattle
Receipts
'

CO.

fr

Uoi'.SHs aui Kl
to jemea Spriueia, eliee,?
ratea. 8. Garcia, 1201 North Arno.
FOU RENT (Icntle driving horae and bug-atl.vQ f..r 3 hours. Phone 1.1D4--

3fl33c.

1

a

TJI1H1? AND GOLL.

.

White Cement and Urick, 5 rooms, bath, glassed-i- n sleeping porch, furnace heat, hardwood floors, just finished,
brand new, sidewalks and trees, location Luna Boulevard.

J

LAlYlrVUllITVl

132S-- J,

h

TiMTOH

,

--

f'lve-rno-

...i

L

wdteid B

Six-roo-

hunl-wut-

..

FOR SAI.K-M- nst
runcb all ln

A,

Eflartin .Co.

For Sale.
pressed brick,
close in home. Well situated In Lowlands, with lawn, walks, gas, garage,
aiid everything necessary
for the
business man. A good place; $1,750.00

adobe, pebble dashed,
modern, lot 75x142, cement walks,
cement block coping, 3rd. ward.
Plvft- - rKnn brink,
FIltR INSURANCE,
$3,200.
dandy hiruttnii. eont
adobe, pebble dashed, REAL 1j STATU,
LOANS.
inirt'ht. hasi'Mipnt, fiirnurt. fire ttlace,
modern, three good porcnes, large
fUtoiH,
In
butir
21
fnturs, khI'IK'.
West Qoldi ir.'OH, fur
cemenled cellar, fruit and Bhade Phone 166.
only $:.,7u0. It Ih a Hn:i), got.d
trees, lot 150x120; 4th ward.
ternis.
R M.f I.I (1HA
.
$1,700
brick, city water, In210 U
uUl. I'hnnn W)T.
side toilet,, electric lights, new
UUY
Fire
and
Autu
lnsuranctv
near
oil
Notary Public
leases
floors, newly papered and painted;
wells or on favor-WILL,
near shops; easy terms.
geological structures
FOR RENT Room.
or anywhere there are oil indicadrilling propo
finance
tions. Can
NortU.
tinn. Want to get In touch 'with
Eoa.1 EaUta, Insurance, Lona
KOH KEN I'
men who will do leasing on comi...oua with pri111 Mouth Fourth Street
vate Jiulh. Kill North Fourth.
mission.
l''UK
KE.T
TIierooin unfurniKlu-- houjieT
Box 38, i:ast Lus Vegas, X. M.
$10,
Licit
$2,500

Eaat Haieldlrl.
FOR SALE C. C. Wliito l.Khirn
vuh,
chlcka and hatching ego. Bus 111, Pbont
17i;. Osntry'i Huultry Kmicb
Voii SALE "Layer and Payor" Wnitu Uk-horbaby chlcki, 118 for 100; S 50 far ill,
$r, for 25.
Tott'i Poultry Kanch. P. O. b"i
ll7, elty: Phone 1777.
717

A Bmm IEiiI!a

frame, bath etc.,
sleeping porch, fine shade trees, cement block garage, good barn; completely furnished; 4th. ward.
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern bungalow, close- In
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
hardwood floors, fireplace,
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch, lowlands,
t.
2
lot. Owner is leaving
4th.
ward.
porches,
garage;
The
stuccoed bungalow In town and 'must Wil ut once.
$2,600.
price Is right. Keo
University Heights, modern,
$2,500.

Poultry and Eggs

Hook.
Ai,H; Kuliie
combed R. I. Red. Mm.

UK

0111

CLASSEHIP

un

t

.it.'
I.! I

l8llinK Coal Oil Htoves and Re
frifererators, and buying Second
Hand Furniture is our main business these dayt4.
Come in and eee us.

STAR FURNITURE CO.
I'hono 409.

118 W. Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

' ATTOHNKYB

OUS W. WILSON
.. Attorney

Rooma 15, IT and 19.

Cromwall Buildlna
Phona 1171

tw

Attorneys at
Bulla I, Law Library Bulldlnar
DBNTtSTS
Da i. K. KBAFT
Dental Banaaa
Aooma t-- t.
Barnett Building
Phoaat fa
'
AppolntmentaMa.de by Wall
'

i. f.copp-

-"

Rooma

1
3
.!

(i

..

1

Dentist
Mellnl Building

FOR SALE

Real Estate.

id 'I

from Central Ave, aaat front. Pbo, ish .i
rilVMlllANS ANU 8 U HURON 8
VK. MABOARKT O. CAKTWTilGHT
Practice Limited to We me-- 'a aaal OsU.
dren'a Dlsessea
11 a B.
Central Phona 171, Albuquerajea. N. H
UHH. Tl I.L
BAKK8
Prarllca Itmlled to Kya, Ear, Va
THROAT
Office Hours: 10 to 19; I to I
State National Bank Building
7.
lK. 8AHAH COKMB
Practice Limited to Children
1
Office Rooms and I, Wright Bldg.
Fourth and Gold.
'
Bouts 1 p. ru, to e p. m.
Haaldenoe Phona i07l.
Offloa Phona 1(1
I

DAILY AltTOMOBn.B nTAOhl.
fix-hoPaasenger Kervlre
'Leave Hllvcr Clly l:Su p. m.
Leave MoBollon 0:00 p. m,
Cars meet all trains. Iianreit ami best
. equipped
nulo livery In the.souihwst.
BENNETT Al'TO CO. .
Silver City.
New Meilo.

TIME CARDS.

the

''.

'

ATCHISON. TOPT.K

A

sJANTA FB

BAIL-WA-V

JO.

Weatlmaail.
Arrives

No.
Claaa.
1. The Bcout
1. California
Limited
1.

.. ..

.

Fargo Fast

The

Navajo

.
.

Tteparta.

7:10 pm. 8:30 pin,
.11:45 am. 12:46 pm.
.10:48 am. 11:16 am.
.. 1:1(1 am. a: 10 am.

ftttuthbound.
....
10:11 pm.
11:46 am.
Express ...
stlwund.
I
10. The Rcout
7:3Ram t:0( am,
1 The Navajo.
6:00pm, 6 4u pmu
4. California Limited .. 6:00 pm,
7:ua pm.
1. Banta la Klght.... 1:66 pm. 10:f put,
El "Paao Express

101.

307. Ei Paao

Kim f4uth.

110.
.

Kanaaa City and Chicago, 7:10 am,
Kiuauw Clly u Ohlcagu, 1:16 yia,
-

-

nnn4M7'.
,

t
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EIGHT

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

DENTISTS BEGIN

AVE.

S18 WEST CENTRAL

10 AHRIVE

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

S15.

Eleventh Conference of. State
Dental Society to Be Opened
This Morning; Sessions to

GRAPEFRUIT
at
Just
a Little Special Sale

5

MEETN

ANNUAL

N. M.

CENTS EACH

Last Three Days,

While they last, a shipment in yesterday afternoon late,
from California, cheap as oranges. How many please?

Registration for the eleventh annual
conference of the New Mexico Dental
society will open at 9 o'clock this
mnrnitlL' In the K.Iks lodce rooms
45c
Nearly forty delegates from various
parts of the state are expected to be
17. S. Food License No,
on hand. A few of those who have
nlrpiirli' rirrivpd a re Dr. Fori M. West
enhaver of Kansas City, who will be
the chief speaker of the first day;
GROCERY
CRESCENT
Dr. M. J. Moran of Deming, Dr. J. F.
Hardin of Fort Sumner; Dr. R. A.
Gudger of Silver City, and Dr. C. N.
ROBERT JONES
HOMER H. WARD
Stanfill of Tueumcari.
315 Marble Avenue.
Coal and South Walter.
The sessions will last three days.
576
Phone
Phones
Tin nrineinal entertainment feature
of the conference will tie a banquet by
the Aul'uquerque dentists to the visiting delegates and their wives Friday
ninht.
Following the reigatration,. Dr. Earl
Westenhaver will lecture on surgery,
advising when to eliminate teeth and
when an attempt should be made to
save natural teeth. He will also con
T ACT
trast the medical and dental profes
sion.
As soon as the members assemble
after the noon recess, Lieut. Karl M.
Brady of Deming will lecture on
mouth hvgiene. Discussion led by Dr.
Charles A. Filer will follow. The
other lectures for the afternoon will
be given by Dr. Westenhaver and
Lieut. Col. M. Sanderson. At 8 o'clock
in the evening there will be an illusMETRO FEATURE IN FIVE REELS
trated lecture read by Dr. J. J. Clarke
of Artesia.
ONE REEL
ALSO THE SCREEN TELEGRAM
In charge of arThe committee
rangements consis;s of Drs. C. A. FlC.
E.
ier,
Kelsey, R. F. Petit, S. T.
5c
Burnhil of Las Cruces
and M. R.
10c,
Chaplin of Silver City. The entertainment committee consists of Drs.
E. J. Alger, li. M. Williams and C. K.
Hagland of Albuquerque, F. It. Lord
of
of
of
the
directors
board
meeting
of Santa Fe and C. U. Clarke ol
tiiat company. After the meeting Mr. Socorro.
White Rock Ginsornlc, made
Chase left in his automobile n his re-- W. S. S.- from Pure .limiiilca
turn to the Pecos.
Ginger,
YUCCA
AND
BEAR
Fruit Extracts, Spices, Clean
Herbert J. McGrath of Silver City,
with the
Kiifiar uml lllerulud
captain of the mounted police, was in
GRASS IN DEMAND
Famous While Hock Water.
Albuquehrqiie Tuesday night, lie was
on his way home from a trip, to Santa
BOTTLE
AS CATTLE FEED
Fe.
'rhe- Missionary scoelty of he
AND
church will meet at the
A peculiar situation has arisen in
home of Mrs. J. A .Howard. H ! the southwest
regarding tht use of
3 o'clock
this
at
South
Arno
street,
Yucca and bear grass for the feeding
Matteucci. Palladino&Co.
afternoon.
of stock. Several years ago experiThe Royal Neighbors of America ments on the Jornada
Groceries and Meat
Range Reserve
will meet tonight at the home of Mrs. located in the north end
of the Jor6
601 W. TIJcra.
hones
H. B. Karr. 1121 South Kdilh street nada del Muerto in New Mexico
for the purpose of planning a social proved the real value of Yucca at.d
entertainment.
bear grass as
forago
J. H. McTeer, the state agent for the plants. Machines emergency
have been developMissouri Life
Insurance company, ed which cut and slice the plant.
Catwho has been sick at El Paso the. past tle greedily eat this sliced food and
two months, is expected to return during
tho past year when shortage
home this morning.
of feed was most acute in the southMrs. W. H. Long and Miss Frances ern New Mexico and western Texas
dean of women at the Uni- thousands of cattle were saved from
PROMPT SERVICE. PHONE
versity of New Mexico, left Tuesdav actual starvation by the feeding of
75.
STRONG 151. K.. COPPER
night for Cloudcroft, N. M., to attend sliced "Palmilla."
a Baptist conference.
AND SECOND.
Senator Fall of New Mexico in disThe city clerk announced yesterday
the situation with members of
that warrants for all May bills against cussing
the forest service, says ,that on his
the city are ready and those holding own ranch he had saved
more than a
bills may obtain payment In the thousand head f cows from starvn.
clerk's office any time.
tion through the use of this plant and
The Woman's Home and Foreign that he is still feeding it.
Missionary society of the First MethoIn the meantinme a largo cordago
dist church will meet this afternoon and sacking manufacturing
concern
at 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. S. B. in St. Louis has also commenced the
Garcia. Oil 3 West Marquette avenue. cutting of this plant on the open
Second Lieut. Fred M; Calkins. Is
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafu.
ranges. The lealy. palm-lik- e
tops
y
on a
furlough which have a high value for the makMartin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. Albuquerque
Sill. Okla.,
Fort
returned
frm
having
ing of rope and bagging are cut off
Fred Ha mm, Jr., is 111 at his home. where he took a three weeks' course and
east, while tho heavy
Col. J. W. Harris has recovered
in machine gun fighting.
He Is en trunk-lilji- shipped
e
stalks, containing tho best
from a recent illness.
route to Camp Kearney.
part of 'the feed value are left lo lie
L. A. Rice, proprietor of the HighIn-- .
C. T. HeliiiK of Raton, N. M.,
on the
and go to wafcte. It Is
land pharmacy, who was east pur- reported ground
arrived here last night.
that the concern operating
of drugs is
stock
wholesale
a
chasing
land
off at the rate of
TOO
the
Warren Graham, city treasurer,
and drug supplies, has returned. He six clearing
or seven hundred acres a day.
Norlh Fourth street, is ill.
Alvarado
of
E.
W.
the
left
Bruner,
W. F. Cummins of Roswell, N. M.,
Experiments so far carried on at
pharmacy, who accompanied him east, the Jornada Range, Reserve seem lo
spent yesterday in this city.
his
will
visit
York.
Mr.
at
Bauer
New
indicate that the reproducing powers
Matt Fowler of Silver Clly. N. M.,
was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday. son at New Hamburg, Canada, before of the plant are very slowIt probably
to the city.
take its from three to five average
James C Harvey and E. M. Otero of returning
Santa Ke officials who were In Al- vears to reach a size sufficiently laige
l.os l.unas, N. M., are in Albuquerque
R. J.
were:
buquerque
yesterday
on business.
feeding.
west- for cutting und-- w.
s. s.- The Girl Spouts will meet at 2,:3C Parker, general manager of the
with headquarters at. Ama-rillo'clock this afternoon at the armor) ern lines
C. H. Bristol, general superinfor rehearsal.
R. S. Goodrich,
Dr. K. M. Brady of Demlnpr, N. M tendent at La Junta;
Two heavy teams, two light- teams,
coast
is in Albuquerque to attend the dent- trainmaster on the Santa Fe
gentle saddle
L. Myers, superintendent at twenty well broken,
F.
lines;
ists' convention.
Must be sold at once. See A.
F. F,. Summers, su- horses.
.1.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Palsnno, Jose Las. Vegas, and
B.
or
McMillen
Pence.
M. Faco and Mariano Lcnte, all of perintendent at San Marcial.
W. S. S.
Gov. W. K. Llndsey has appointed
OTtlers
tor
service rings.
taken
Logttna. N. M., arrived here yesterday.
R. Taylor financial
Mrs. K. Montoya of 415 North Sec- Attorney Lytton
council of defense Women of American Army, 223 West
state
for
the
agent
a
visit
for
left
ond street,
yesterday
This position Gold Avenue. -- W. S. S.- county.
to relatives at Cuba, Sandoval county. In Dona Ana held
by .1. O. Miller, reAssistant District Forester Don P. was formerly
Mr. Taylor will enter upon TELL
HENRY'S DELIVERY
Johnston will return from a trip signed.
his duties at once and will
Your
through the Santa Fe national Torest with
troubles.' Phooe 939.
baggage
the farmers of Dona Ana county
today.
W. S. .
state fundi
A. H. Parrier of Lubbock, Tex., un- in the matter of supplying
Persons who wish to renew or take
for the purpose of purchasing seeds
derwent an operation for appendicitis and
out memtershipc in tho Red Cross
feed.
at the Presbyterian hospital yesterday
H
S
w
.to do so by railing at Strong's Book
morning.
Store, O. A. Mutson & Co., C.rluishaw's
Charles Kenneth Brown of Las Vet?-a- ARMY "5lUSlC1ANSAND
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
enlisted In the navy here yesterTEAMSTERS ARE WANTED the chairman of the Membership comday as a hospital apprentice anil left
lor El Paso.
mittee. No. 1SS1-The Woman's Missionary society of
Fifteen teamsters for the quarterthe Presbyterian church will meet at master
corps of the army and eleven
3 o'clock this afternoon In the par$1
musicians for the Fifth cavalry band
lors of the church.
acTex.,
Fort
at
wanted
Four
are
Bliss,
suit
$1.25.
pressed
A.
O.
Ballrelck,
Roy Famclli,
at the Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
to orders received
George Hannum Oeorse F. Brown, all cording
station here yesteray.
Delivery. Phone 600.
of Gallup, N. M., were Albuquerque army recruiting
T. Young
According to Private Paul
visitors yesterday.
to enlist . through the
men
wishing
sanDr. Harris of the Albuquerque
local station as teamsters probably
atorium has returned from a trip to will
a chance to remain at tort
On sale by leading grocers
the
the east where he attended several .Bliss have
during the period of the wnr.
are laid; 55c.
morning after they
medical conferences.
enlisted
here
Men
who
w.
s.
yesterday
The Moose lodKe will hold a reguRoy C. Glasier of Las Vegas In
NOTICE
lar meeting at 8 o'clock toniaht in were
corps, and Miguel
engineering
the W. O. W. hall. Important busi- the
in the quartermasters corps.
Savedra
Owing to shortage of sugar
ness will be transacted.
two left for El Paso last night.
Dr. J. O. Schwentker leaves thisV The
supply, Fee's Candy Store will
-- W. E.
..
Pecos
fill family orders for ice
morning for a fishing trip to the motor
not
WITH
CHARGED
SANCHEZ,
country. He will travel by
until further notice.
cream
and will return Sunday.
ENTERING HOME, FINED
There will be a regular communication of Temple lodge No. 6 A. F. &
A. M. this evening at eight o'clock.
Manuel Sanchez, who was turned
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con- Visiting members welcome. Lieut. Fred over to the police by Dr. I O. Rice as
of
brother
roy and San Jose Market; 65c dozen.
Tom Calkins,
home
who
the
his
entered
suspect
Calkin of Camp Kearny, has enlisted
Tuesday morning, wan fined $10
in the aviation corps of the army, early
In police court yesterday afternoon.
Antonio, Tex.
being stationed at San Hobs
Sanchez admitted that he was probFOR QUICK SERVICE
have purMr. and Mrs. Lou
ably the man who went Into the doc
223 West Copper.
Phone 501.
chased the property of Col. John
some
went
Into
he
tor's
house,
saying
A
COO West
Gold avenue.
cash
Sanchez
Not
house.
the
having
M.
B.
WILLIAMS
cottage stands on the lot.
wag committed to jail.
.
Dentist
Ed T. Chase of the National Life InRooms 1 and i. Whiting Building
New
Mexico,
surance Company of
Phone No. 684.
drove into the city from the Chase
Corner Second and Gold.
Undelivered Messages.
camp on the upper Rio Peeos yesterday afternoon, to attend an Important

Coulderado Butter fresh this week, received yesterday,

POUND

WARD'S

STORE

T YRIC THEATE
T1MF TAnAV

R

EDITH STOREY in
"Treasure of the Sea"

Admission, All Week Adults

20c

IOC

Children

-

A

Phone

M. D. V, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Offleo 655. Residence, 835
C. H. CONNER,

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

LOCAL

ITEMS

ten-da-

o:

HORSES FOR SALE

s

SUITSLEANED,

.

geIStr'tVeggs

Bryant's Delivery

e,

five-roo-

bittneImiO USeHrOOM S

Springer Transfer Co.

For

STORAGE

The following messages and tele
grams remain undelivered at the of
flco of the Western Union Telegraph
company because of insufficient ad
dress: Tsidero Lopez, Hattle Hager
man, T. P. Clanoy, GeorgoHosklns.
W. , 8.
Join the "Two-Bit- "
flub. The Ret!
Cross ladlci want you, '

w.

8. a.
Livery and saddle horses. Trimble's
Red Barn.
W. ft. ft.

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 567
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
BATCH'S OLD STAND

Another Screen Sensation
Starring the

--

W. 8.

S.-

Phone

MABEL NOwWAND
IN

423 N.

421.

MARRON
Z2i

ALONSO

WEST CENTRAL

Phone

ii

831--

""".

Sheep for Sale

The monthly coffef, or the St. Paul's
Lutheran Ladles' Aid will be held at
the McLay home, 501 West Marble,
Thursday afternoon and evening.
Lunch will be served in tlie afternoon
for 20 cents, supper in the evening foi
33 cents.

500 head fine Improved yearling
ewes; also GOO head breeding ewes
with 300 head lambs; and also a
herd of 2,000 breeding ewes with
1,000 fine lambs, ull at very reasonable prices.

LOUIS C. GIELITZ

Wm.

THE TAILOR
Will open for business on or
July 1st with a complete line
men's suitof new and
ings at 107 South Fourth street,
formerly occupied by Green, the
Tailor.

he-fo- re

Second

L.

Avenue.

(Jolil

1

BELOW

JJ

By ELAINE STERNE

V

,

jJ FilIed With Wonderful Suspense and

normand

iVMrtM
A

Excitement and Keeping the Big Secret

the Last Minute

Till

Bursting of Laughs

Two-ree-

Keystone Comedy

l

"A POOR FISH"
Admission. ...... .Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

MATINEE
EVENING

Stalcy & Co.

Street and

THE FLOOR

CO.

First.

If

DR.

-

Admission

TIME OF THE SHOWS

1:00, 2:30. 4:00. 5:30, 7:00, 8:30, 10:00.

mnwIMrfflT'"""

LUNCH at

THEATER

GRIMSHAW'S

Furniture For Sale
I

Iron Bed, Kprinus,
2 Heating stoves. Kitchen Haiitt'c with Ilol Water
H nosier Kitchen Cabinet, Velour Covered Couch, etc.
etc., all sanitary, no sick.
2

d

Replace That Broken Window'

Glass.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

and Laughter
Favorite

Mystery,

Wide-Worl-

?

Mat-tresse- s,

Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to See You" 4

TODAY AND TOMORROW

s,

PHONE YOUR ORDERS IN. N
SOLICITORS.
ALL GOODS

DELIVERED.

a. in. anil

liveries.

HOTEL

Central

am

One

Willys-Knig-

Touring,

ht

Oakland

One

Touring,

$750
$150

One

Overland

Touring

One

Overland

Touring

$300

$275
One Overland Roadster,... $ I.V
One
Overland
Touring
$150
One Rulck
Touring,
$050
passenger
One Bulck Touring (Light
fi
$900
One Studebaker Six,
$850
senger
7-

AMONG
BARGAINS
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OV ER

MANY

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Plione 710.

CO.

D
513-51-

Central.

W.

5

"VIVETTE"
J. LOCKE and
JULIA CRAWFORD IVERS

By WILLIAM

PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPH
Entertaining and Educational

IEAL THEATER
(LAiRE Mcdowell
-- IX-

$1-1-

SUMMER HOME

Look Over tho List You May
Find Just What You Want.

CORN

4e

NEW MANAGEMENT
RATES REASONABLE
Limited N'umltcr of First Class
Modern Apartments

USED CAR SALE

Vivian Martin in

-

COOL,
COMFORTABLE

AN IDEAL

JESSE L. LASKEY Presents

de-- i

DAIRY MAID HOMINY, per can He
25c
l'eas, Tomatoes, Corn, 2 for
Small Glass Jar Peaches and
15
AprlcolH
Can 21- lbs. Guaranteed Peaches
20c
and Pears
Peach and Apple
Butter, lb. .30c
5c
sl,e
Baby size Milk 7
12c
Tall sl.e. 15c wl.e
Be
7
size
Large Box Mutches.
5c
Potted Ham, 1
size...
Vienna Sunsage, 13c slzc....J2
nize
Koast' Beef,
35c
Corned Beef, 40c size
2
Kill tied Plain Olives, 15c size, 12
Medium Crlsco
$2 00
Large size Crlsco
55c
Small Cottoleue
Medium Cottolene
l$110
. $2.65
Large Cottolene
40c
Country Eggs, do,
three-ounce
Wesson Oil, one pint und

nrntHsnmasniM
'

624

l

TODAY

or J. Pence.

CLEAN,

Phone

spt-cia-

WHEAT

See A. B. McMillen

GRANDE

Mo

SAVE

Two Heavy Teams.
Two Light Teams.
Twenty Well Broken, Gentle
Saddle Horses. ,
Must he sold at once.

519 West

4 p. m.

JBXT

Horses for Sale

RIO

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
We Show All the Paramount and Artcraft Pictures

PAY CASH-SA- VE
MONEY
DELIVERIES For Lowlands, 8 a
m. and 2 p. in.
For Highlands, 10

TODAY ONLY
216 South Broadway

f

cans
Compound Lard, 3 lbs
Compound Lard, 5 lbs
Compound Lard, 10 lbs.,
Silver Leal Lard, 5 lbs
Silver Leaf Lard. 10 lbs.

40c
75c

$1.25
$2.55

$3.00
One gallon solid packed Apples, 45c
Good 2 2
lbs. Pears, Peaches,
0c
Apricots
Gallon Pie Fruits, Peaches and
.BOe
Apricots
Large can Sliced Pineapple . .20c
.25c
Walnuts, lb,
. ,0c
Lenox Soup, bur
. .0c
Bob White Soap, bur
Armour's Chlped Beef, 7 ozs. .30c
. . . .80c
Red .Salmon, 1 lb
. . . .20c
lb
Red Salmon,
0
Corn Flukes, 3 for
....25c
..12 tfC
Largo Cun Hominy
Wedding Breukrast Oorfue.. ..27V4P
30c
liulk Peanut Butler, lb
Walter Baker's Chocolale, Hi . . . .4"e
50c
Waller Baker's Cocoa,' lb. . . ,
FULL LINE OF QUAKER CEREALS
E--

NEW

GOODS-NE-

W

Fl V

PRICES

CASH ONLY

Frank Trotter

"THE SHIP
OF DOOM"
FEATURE

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY

SAUCE FOR THE GOOSE
CHILDREN, All Day
ADULTS, Matinee, 10c;

5c
Evening, 15c

COMING SUNDAY

,..$1.05

IIS WEST GOLD

alvaradYeggs.
.

Goldwynof Presents:
Love

Let Us Send a Man

I

r

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC

.r34.

HAY FEVER

To

IJk--

TODAY ONLY

Sanatorium.

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.

Cong-regaion-

495-49-

-

Housekeeper

Apply Presbyterian

In a conference with Charles
F. Wade, chairman of the city
commission and Paul G. Heding-tocity manager, General Manager Parker and the chief engineer of the Santa Fe railroad said
the railroad company is at present unable to render the city any
financial aid in repairing
the
Coal avenue viaduct over the
railroad tracks between
the
highlands and lowlands.
Crossing difficulties were discussed in full by thr representatives of the city and of the railroad.
The railroad officials
gave as a reason for their inability to assist the city the fact that
abnormal conditions are prevailing in railroad business at present. They declared they apre-ciat- e
the need for repairing the
present viaduct and even the possible need of another viaduct at
Grand avenue t.nd the tracks.
The officials expressed a desire
to
with the city in every way possible and said in the
future they may consider a Joint
proposition with the city for a
Grand avenue viaduct across
their tracks.
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WANTED

ON VIADUCT WORK

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

FHONE

?ANTA FE UNABLE
TO ASSIST CITY

1918.

BABY

MARIE

OSBORN

Skinner's Grocery
Some very fine Watermelpns and Cantaloupes.
Cherries, Plums, Apricots, Florida Grape Frut.

n

,

Tomatoes, Head Lettuce, Green Beans, Telephone

Peas', Cucumbers.
We have a fresh supply of Rice Flour, Barley Flour,
Corn Flour.
Fresh supply of National Biscuit Crackers. Try

the Snowdrops.
7 pounds New Potatoes
...,25c
Try our Orange Pekoe Tea and you will enjoy your
Ice Tea.
Special attention to camping orders.
DELIVERIES AT 10.30 and

4:00 P.

M.

Auction Sale J. A. Skinner
United States Food Administration License No.

20th, at 3H South Sixth St.?
Sale Starts'Promptly at 2:30 P. M.

This Afternoon, June

FURNITURE TO GO TO THE HIGHEST
"
i
BIDDER FOR CASH
j.
t
Note some of the following articles to be sold:
-

FIVE ROOMS. OF

A--

Phones

60-61--

205 South

63

First St.

l

FOR SALE

-

One $75 Bldseye Maple Dresser; one $75 Birdseye Maple Chlffonier; Birdseye Maple Rocker and Btool Chair; one $45 Brass Bed;
Springs and Mattress; one $125.00 Golden Oak Dining Table; six
Leather Upholstered Chairs; one $100 China Closet; Buffet; Rockers;
Arm Chairs; Ladies' Writing Desk; Morris Chair; two Navajo Rugs;
Kitchen Range; Refrigerator; Hot Blast Heater; Kitchen UtenBila,
and many other articles not mentioned In this advertisement. Don't
miss the opportunity to supply your needs in Furniture for. these
condition and
goods are of the highest quality, sanitary and in A'
.
must be seen to be appreciated.
For any information regarding this sale call at T. S, Mills Furniture Store, 223 South Second Street or phone 808.

Brand New Smith
$250 takes it.

Gallup Lump
Ccrrlllos Lump
.'

''v

V.

LJoKri VOcll V1J
JTlCtllll
aO--

"

:''

"

FHONE

j

Oateopfltbla Thrnlclaa,
peclallxlag' la
Kar, Mom and Throat. Aitlima,
Hajr
Ffrtr, Catarrhal psahwaa. Occidental
Ufa Bids.. Third and Gold. Baaldeaea
olfica pliooa M-phone S9--

k,

Address Box 67, Care of Journal.

-l

J. L, GOBER, Auctioneer

DR. H. M. BOWERS

Form-a-Truc-

vl

':

:'

,"'

Gallop Stove

Oerrllloa Stove
'

ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
Mill
Wood, Factor Wood, Cord Wood,' Native Kindling, Lime.
Coke,

